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ABSTRACT 
Since online news browsing is becoming increasingly popular, the objective of 
our study is to investigate the current online news readers' browsing behavior and 
preferences. Based on these results, our goals are to predict the trend and future 
growth of the online news market and to recommend strategies to better meet the 
current and future needs of the online readers. 
To achieve the above goals, we posted a questionnaire on the web site of a Hong 
Kong online newspaper to collect feedback and information from existing online 
news readers. Our research shows that the heavy users of Chinese online newspaper 
are active Internet users, both gender, aged between 19-39，and both Hong Kong 
residents and overseas Chinese resided in Northern America. 
Referring to these findings, we suggest that online news providers should include 
more job-seeking information, improve downloading time, interactivity and 
technological superiority, and build up hyperlinks to local libraries and search engines. 
Furthermore, the success of our research implies that online marketing survey is an 
effective channel for companies to gather information about users. 
We predict that the trend of the needs to seek information and entertainment via 
Internet would lead to an increased demand for online news. Meanwhile, the 
industry is only at the introductory stage of the product life cycle, and there are plenty 
o f rooms for online news market to expand in the upcoming future. 
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With the advent of the network age, an increasing number of individuals have 
become able to access the huge amount of heterogeneous information that are 
available through the World Wide Web (WWW). Among these information, 
newspaper reading is the most popular ones. In order to stay competitive in the 
market，most providers of the printed newspaper would also have their own web sites. 
This move can help them to capture the increasing number of Internet users who 
prefer to browse information and read newspaper online. 
According to an interview conducted with the Senior Online Ediior of one of 
the Hong Kong most popular newspaper publisher. Apple Daily News, the initial 
purpose of most newspaper providers is to establish a presence in this cyber world 
(Appendix 1). He admitted that in short-term, providing news online does not bring 
profit to the company. The short-term goals of the providers are to promote and 
enhance company image, to establish a beachhead in this new communication channel 
with readers, and to reach the overseas Chinese communities. 
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The major source of profit for providing news online is from the banner ad 
sponsors. Most banner ad sponsors are willing to place ads on popular online news 
web pages since the effectiveness of banner ads depends on the popularity of the 
online newspaper. Therefore, in the long run, the most important aspect for online 
news providers is to secure an online customer base that would browse their 
newspaper regularly. Since the popularity of online newspaper would be crucial for 
the online newspaper to survive, the most immediate issue for online news providers 
is to understand the preferences and perception of existing online news readers. On 
the other hand, to help the future growth of the company, the long term issue is to 
expand the existing readership base. 
In view of this, our objective is to measure the differences in perception 
between news providers and existing online readers, and by using these results to 
predict the trend and growth of the online news industry. In order to achieve the 
above results, our group has conducted an online news preference survey for Apple 
Daily News and the implication drawn from our research can apply to the Hong Kong 
online newspaper industry as well. Furthermore, some strategic suggestions would 





As stated earlier, the objective of this study is to find out the preferences and 
perception of existing online news readers. According to many previous studies, 
preferences and perception of online browsing heavily depend on the flow construct 
of the web pages. It is also proven that the flow construct depend on the level of 
skills the user possesses. According to Novak, Hoffman and Yun (1998), the flow o f a 
web page is a complex, multidimensional construct. Their research hypothesized 
that the role of skill in Web (indirectly through control) and the challenges presented 
by that use (indirectly through arousal) as antecedents o f t h e flow experience.' This 
is consistent with the findings of Ghani and Deshpande (1994)，which found that skill 
led to control, which in turn led to flow.- Therefore，when targeting the Internet users 
market, the two basic user groups are skilful and naive. As cited by Hammond, 
McWilliam and Diaz (1994), experienced users should perceive the Web as highly 
legible and could have greater appreciation of the informational value o f the Web than 
‘Novak, Thomas P., Hoffman, Donna L.and Yun, Yiu-Fai. "Measuring the Flow Construct 
in Online Environments: A Structural Modeling Approach." Project 2000 (May 1998) 
‘Ghani , Jawaid A., and Deshpande, Satish. “Task Characteristics and the Experience o f O p 
Flow in Human-Computer Interaction." The Journal of Psvcholn^w. 1994, 128(4). 381 -391. • 
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naive users who lack that important familiarity.^ With the two groups of users in 
mind, one should structure a web page that is suitable for both skilful and naive users. 
Dr. Edwin Tang (1998) has presented a list of principles of design which includes 
balance, movement, proportion, contrast, continuity, unity, clarity and simplicity, 
white space, tension and surprise. On the other hand, the web page should also be 
visually attractive, navigation friendly and interactive/ 
A. Findings applied to Online Newspaper Browsing Behavior 
However, some other studies found out that the above findings do not apply to 
the news browsing industry. According to an empirical study done by Susan Mings 
• � t 
(1998), she found that online news readers spent the majority of their time viewing 
screens composed mostly or entirely of text. Online readers spent very little time 
II 
with graphics-intensive displays or with audio or video material. Also, readers spent 
much time with navigational aids and screens and on newspaper front-page displays? 
Another study suggested that web design is not the most important aspect of online 
3 Hammond, Kathy, McWilliam, Gil, and Diaz, Andrea Narholz. "Fun and Work on The 
Web: Differences in Attitudes Between Novies and Experienced Users." Centre for Marketing 
Working Paper (October 1997) No. 97-803. 
4 Tang, Edwin. "Discussion Guideline for Web Page Design. Course notes for lntemet 
Marketing. (June 1998) 
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news is presented by Ekaterina Vladimrova Ognianova (1997). The exploratory part 
of her study found that people are sensitive to source of information and the 
credibility of the provider.^ Therefore, we can assume that there should be some 
differences in preferences and perceptions between online news readers and an 
ordinary online browsers. 
B. Banner Ads 
As stated before, the major source of income of online news providing service 
is from the banner ad sponsors. The ultimate goal of banner ad sponsors and online 
news providers is to attract Internet users to click-on the banner ad and pay visits to 
the linked web site. This can sometimes lead to Internet shopping, updated company 
and product information, and various services that can be provided through the net. 
Therefore, after securing the reader base of online news，the provider has to analyze 
the browsing behavior of readers. Patrali Amal Chatterjee (1998) pinpointed some 
of the characteristics of banner ad browsing. He developed an econometric 
framework to formally model the effect of advertising stimuli and predict 
^Mings, Susan. "Uses and Gratifications of Online Newspapers: An Audience-Centered 
Study." Renselaer-Polvtechnic-Institute Dissertation (1998). 
6 Ognianova, Ekaterina Vladimirova. "Audience Processing o f N e w s and Advertising in 
Computer-Mediated Environments: Effects of the Content Provdier 's Perceived Credibility and 
Identity" University ofMissour i 1997. 
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consumer click behavior on banner ads during network navigation at an ad-supported 
web site. He found out that 
(a) The effect of repeated exposures to banner ads is non-linear and U-shaped 
as against the inverted U-shaped response found in broadcast media; 
(b) The effect of exposure to competing banner ads is significantly positive, 
whereas effect of competing active ads is insignificant; 
(c) Past click behavior at the site is a good predictor of click response and in 
some consumer segments the only predictor ofclick response; 
(d) There exist distinct segments of consumers who differ in their preferences 
for different categories of Web site content; 
(e) segments of consumers who different in their patronage frequency of the 
ad-supported web site display differences in their responsiveness to 
sponsor advertising.^ 
“ 
C. Web User Profile 
Since online newspaper readers are in a subset of the total amount of Internet 
users, we use a web user survey as the benchmark for our study. The web user 
profile we used as reference is GVU's 9'^  WWW User Survey. The 9'^  survey was 
7 Chatterjee, Patrali Amal. "Modeling Consumer Network Navigation in World Wide Web 
Sites: Implications for Advertising." Vanderbilt University Dissertation (1998) 
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run from April 10, 1998 through May 15, 1998 and was endorsed by the World Wide 
Web Consortium (W3C) and ESfRIA. According to the survey, a majority of users 
are male (61.3%), quite well educated with 81% having at least some college 
experience and 50% having obtained at least one degree. The average age for all 
respondents was 35.1 years old. On the other hand, the respondents with the most 
online experience tend to be in the 21-30 age range. 
D. The Perspectives on Consumer Behaviors 
The perspective that is applied to characterize the effect of marketing 
communications on online news readers is the hierarchy of effects model. The 
model was developed by Robert Lavidge and Gary Steiner to describe the consumers' 








With the same token, we can assume that all online news browsers would 
follow the same decision path when they choose to regularly browse a particular 
8 Kristin S. Palada. “The Hypothesis of a Hierarchy of Effects: A Partial Evaluation." 
Journal o fMnrke t ing Research. 3 (1966) February, 13-24. 
8 
online newspaper. After some modification, this model would be applicable to the 









1) To examine the profile, preferences, behaviors and perceptions of the current 
online news readers; 
2) To investigate the factors contributing to the differences in preferences and 
perceptions; 
3) To predict the trend and future growth of the online news market; 






Our study adopts a twofold research methodology to achieve the above 
objectives: 
A. Exploratory approach method 
We incorporate an exploratory study to generate the possible reasons 
contributing to the differences in preferences and perceptions regarding online news 
browsing behaviors. Secondary data are drawn from Internet, previous research and 
statistics concerning the Internet population, usage trend and demographics 
information. On the other hand, primary data are drawn from: 
a) Pilot study (interviews and questionnaire) with friends and relatives (sample of 
pilot test questionnaire is included in Appendix 2); “ 
b) In-depth interview with Senior Online Editor of Apple Daily News Ltd. (the guide 
used for executive interview is included in Appendix 1) 
c) Online questionnaire surveys with Apple Daily online news readers by posting the 
questionnaire on Apple Daily News homepage (a sample of online questionnaire is 
included in Appendix 3). 
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1. The Pilot Study 
In late-February, prior to the launching of the actual online survey, we 
conducted a pilot test to ensure the conciseness and coherence of the drafted online 
questionnaire. Convenience samples and snowball samples were adopted for this pilot 
test. We interviewed friends and relatives and they were asked to distribute the 
questionnaires to their acquaintances. 
The total number of preliminary interviews conducted was 85, but 8 of them 
were discarded and fmally we came up with a total of 77 pilot test responses. Based 
on the responses, feedback and experiences acquired from these results, questionable 
or ambiguous choices were highlighted and the questionnaire was fine-tuned. 
(Detailed results of the pilot study are attached to Appendices section: Appendix 4, 
frequency charts of section A and B of the questionnaire; Appendix 5, summary table 
of the demographic profile of respondents in section D: Appendices 6-18，statistical 
n 
results on selected questions). 
2. Online Survey 
After the formation of the online questionnaire, we scheduled a date to post 
the questionnaire onto Apple Daily's homepage. Due to the nature of this project 
and time limitation, the online questionnaire was posted onto Apple Daily's homepage 
for 10 days (from March 30 to April 6, 1999). The questionnaire would come out on 
12 
the homepage when a reader clicked a rotation ad. Moreover, each computer station 
could only get into the questionnaire once to prevent multiple responses from the 
same respondent. We received a total of 612 responses, which is double of our 
expected sample size. (Appendix 19 is a sample of our questionnaire ad on Apple 
Daily's homepage). 
a. Questionnaire Design 
A structured questionnaire is designed to gain insights from browsers on 
four major areas: 
• level of computer skillfulness, 
• online information-seeking preferences, 
• online news and banner advertisements preferences. 
• demographic profile. 
The corresponding sections of the above four areas are: Internet usage, 
online newspaper browsing behaviors, webs content evaluation and 
demographics. A sample of questionnaire is attached in Appendix 3. 
Section A: Internet Usage 
- T o investigate respondents' frequency and time spent on Internet usage, the 
familiarity with Internet, search engines used, level of skillfulness, purposes of 
using Internet and types of information interested. 
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Section B: Online newspaper browsing behavior 
- T o understand respondents' online news and banner ads browsing habits. This 
section included screening questions on online and banner ads readership. It 
also examines the frequency of news browsing, information preferences for 
online news reading, as well as types ofbanner ads preferred. 
Section C: Web content evaluation 
- To undercover online news readers' browsing behavior and preferences 
concerning different aspects of web news, such as page design, navigation-
friendliness, content analysis and technological superiority. 
Section D: Demographics 
- To get a clear picture of the respondents' personal information including age, 
education, gender, income, occupation and location of residence. 
B. Descriptive approach method 
n 
> 
Based on the results that we have from the exploratory study, descriptive 
methods such as statistical analysis and frequency analysis are used to examine the 
relationships between online news reading preferences and some demographic 
variables and level of Internet skillfulness. 
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C. Data Collection Method of Online Survey 
1. Sampling Plan 
Posting the questionnaire on the homepage of an existing online news provider 
is believed to be the best way to reach the population of interest. Current online news 
browsers have better understanding of the web page design, layout, as well as content 
and variety of information of online news providers. The target population for the 
study is Internet users and current online news browsers while the target sample size 
is 300. 
2. Sampling Frame 




3. Sample Size 
The method of simple random sampling is incorporated in the study. Within 
the designated population, each element has a known and equal chance of being 
included in the sample. Each online news reader of Apple Daily can reach the 
questionnaire with equal chance and they can choose whether to fill it out or not. 
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4. Valid Sample 
A total of612 questionnaires are received on the cut-off day ofposting (April 6, 
1999). However, due to some miss-outs of questions or sections, 137 incomplete 
online questionnaires are discarded. Therefore, the remaining 475 valid questionnaire 
(77.6%) is used for analysis and interpretation. 
Among the 137 invalid responses, 98 (72%) of them are void because of 
missing of demographics details, 29 (21%) are discarded because of incomplete 
Section C (web content analysis section), and 10 (7%) are discarded because of the 
missing out of questions. This indicated that majority of the invalid responses are 
caused by lack of demographics information. 
“ 
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D. Identity Composition 
Apple Daily Online News Readers 
(^^^^^^^^^|^^et Users (4^^^^^^^^^^ 
No (1 % ^ ^ / ^ ^ N ( ^ 9 9 % ) 
(^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ |^ ^^ e^ws Browsers (47^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
No { ^ % % ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ Y e ^ 2 % ) 
<^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^Ads Viewers (i^ |^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
The above diagram summarizes the results from our questionnairel. Almost 
all (99%) of all the respondents are online news readers. Among these 472 online 
news readers, 197 (42%) of them are banner ads viewers. 
E. Data Analysis and Interpretation „ 
With a view to investigate the relationships between online news reading with 
demographics and level of skillfulness, the results from the analyses are tabulated and 
analyzed by using a number of statistical methods such as t-tests, cross-tabulation, 
Chi-Square tests and snake diagrams. 
The rationale behind using these statistical analysis, is to examine the 
differences and variations in both perceptions and preferences of different pairs of 
17 
variables, namely, male vs. female, skilful vs. naiVe, university graduates vs. non-
university graduates, etc. As we are exploring the browsing behavior ofonline news 
readers, we believe that there must be some differences in individual preferences with 
variation in demographics, level of skills acquired, etc. Therefore, statistical 





In this section, we summarized several sections of the questionnaire into 
statistics. From the statistics obtained , we would derive some implications that are 
applicable to the online news readers. The following is the sequence of our 
presentation of findings: 
A. Demographic 
1. Summary table ofdemographic profile of respondents. 
2. Comparison table of demographic of respondents and results of GVU 9'^  
Internet users profile 1998. 
,B. Internet Usage “ 
1 • Summary table of various aspects of Internet usage. 
2. Bar charts of purposes of using Internet. 
C. Online News Browsing Behavior 
1. Summary table ofonline news browsing behavior. 
2. Information on the competitive environment of online news market. 
D. Banner Advertisements Browsing Behavior 
19 
E. Web Content Evaluation 
1. Snake Diagram: Average responses 一 skilful vs. naive 
F. Behavior Analysis of Online News Browsing 
1. Respondents' skillfulness analysis. 
2. Respondents' Internet information-seeking preferences analysis. 




1. The following is a summary table of demographic profiles of the online 
respondents. 
TABLE 1 
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF USERS (ONLINE SURVEY) 
# ofRespondents Percentage  
Age 
18 or below 36 8% 
19to 29 275 58% 
30 to 39 110 23% 
40 to 59 50 11% 
60 or above 4 1% 
1 ^ ^ 100% 
Gender 
Male 244 51% 
Female 231 49% 
Total ^ 100% 
Education 
Primary school 2 0% 
Secondary school 97 20% 
Technical college 57 12% 
University 242 51% 
Post-graduate study 77 16% 
l 2 ^ 475 100% 
Occupation 
Executive 31 7% 
Manager 42 9% 
Professional 79 17% 
Clerk 35 7% 
Technical staff 43 9% ,, 
‘ Senior officer 22 5% 
Student 180 38% 
Self-employed 15 3% 
Unemployed 12 3% 
Other 16 3% 
Total 475 [ ^  
Income 
$10,000 or below 196 4i% 
$10,001 -$20,000 113 24% 
$20,001 -$35 ,000 96 20% 
$35,001 or over 70 15% 
1 ^ ^ [ ^  
Residence 
Hong Kong 320 67% 
Overseas 155 33% 
Iota] 4 ^ [00% 
21 
Age: More than half of the respondents are aged within the range of 19-29 years old. 
Nearly one-fourth of the respondents is at the age of 30 to 39 while one-fifth of them 
are aged above 40. This means that the majority (80%) of the respondents are 
younger than 39. The result implies that most Apple Daily online news readers are 
from the younger population. 
Gender: Among the 475 respondents, 244 are males while 231 are females, which 
signifies an even gender distribution. This result indicates that there are no gender 
preferred differences regarding Apple Daily online news readership. 
Education: Regarding education level, a majority (70%) of the readers are highly 
educated, who have university and or above education. None of the respondents 
-have education below secondary level. The remaining 30% of the respondents are 
also fairly educated, either with secondary or technical college education. With this 
result, we assume that since most of Apple Daily readers are younger, some of them 
should be still in school while others have accomplished a certain level of formal 
education. 
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Occupation: Except for students, which account for almost 40% of the total 
respondents, the occupation profile of other respondents is quite diverse. The 
number of professionals is also significant, which equaled to nearly one-fifth of the 
valid samples. 
Income Level: Nearly half of the respondents (40%) receive monthly income of 
HK$10,000 or below and around one-fourth of the respondents' income fall within 
the range of HK$10,001 to HK$20,000. The middle-income group (earning 
HK$20,001 to HK$35,000 per month) accounts for one-fifth of the sample, while 
only 15 percent is in the high-income segment. This result is consistent with the age 
and education findings. Since most of the respondents are students, we can assume 
that they tend to have a lower income compared with those who are already working. 
岸 “ 
Location of Residence: Three quarters of the respondents are residents of Hong 
Kong. Among the overseas readers of Apple Daily’ most of them are resided in 
Canada, the United States and Australia and other Asia countries. This result is 
predictable since Canada, the United States and Australia are the three most popular 
countries for Hong Kong immigration and study while most Asia countries do have a 
w 
quite significant base of Chinese speaking residents. Therefore, most of Apple Daily 
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existing overseas online readers are Hong Kong emigrants and students studying 
abroad. 
For more details, frequency tables of the above information can be found in Appendix 
20. 
2. After looking at the trends and demographic profile of our questionnaire, the 
results are compared with the GVU survey. 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON TABLE OF RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
GVU's Survey Results Online Survey Results 
Age 
39 or below 64% 88% 
40 or above 36% 12% 
Total 100% 100% 
Gender 
Male 61% 51% 
Female 39% 49% 
I o ^ 100% 100% 
Education 
Below University 19% 37% 
University or above 81% 67% 
Total [ ^ [ m  
‘ Referring to the above table, it is depicted that there are some differences 
between the results of the two surveys concerning the three demographic particulars: 
age, gender and education. Our study shows a younger pool of respondents in which 
88% of them are 39 years old or below while GVU's results show that only 64% of 
the respondents fall below the age of 39. 
Regarding gender, our study demonstrates a more balanced gender balance in 
which both genders occupy a 50% share of the total distribution. However, GVU's 
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Study s h o w s a l e s s g e n d e r - b a l a n c e d d i s t r ibut ion i n w h i c h , m a l e s a c c o u n t for m o r e 
than 60%. There are two possible reasons that contribute to this difference. One 
reason is the age distribution between our sample and the GVU survey is not the same 
that in tum leads to the gender difference. Another possible reason is more females 
are becoming computer-literate and the contribution of the upward trend of gender 
equality in today's world. 
With respect to education, GVU's research portrays a higher educated profile in 
which those with at least some college education experience accounts for more than 
80% of the total. For our study, nearly two-thirds o f the respondents have education at 
university level or above. 
When comparing these results of the two surveys, we have to keep in mind that 
the GVU samples are worldwide while our sample are mainly Chinese population 
,(Hong Kong and Overseas Chinese). Furthermore, since we posted" our 
questionnaire with online Chinese newspaper, our demographic profile is representing 
more of the Chinese population worldwide rather the worldwide population as a 
whole. Therefore, cultural differences may play a role in these findings. 
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B. Internet Usage 
1. The following is a summary table of various aspects of Internet usage results. 
TABLE 3 
INTERNET USAGE 
# of Respondents Percentage 
Location of Access 
Home 423 65% 
Work 127 20% 
School 94 15% 
Other 2 0% 
Total 6 ^ 100% 
Usage Frequency 
Every day 392 83% 
Every other day 49 10% 
Twice a week 19 4% 
Once or less than once a week 15 3% 
I 2 ^ ^ 100% 
Experience 
1 month or less 30 6% 
2 to 6 months 64 13% 
7 to 12 months 71 i50/0 
1 to 2 years 96 20% 
2 to 3 years 80 17% 
3 years or more 134 28% 
1 ^ ^ 100% 
Level ofSkiIls “ “ 
Skillful 291 61% 
Naive 184 39% 
l2M] m 100% 
t i m e Spent in Internet/Day 
1 to 2 hours 68 49% 
3 to 4 hours 235 23% 
4 to 5 hours 108 7% 
6 to 7 hours 34 30/0 
8 hours or more 12 45 
18 14% 
1 ^ 475 100% 
Location of Access to Internet: This section is referred to question 1 of the 
questionnaire. This question allows respondents to choose more than one option, 
and therefore, the total number of respondents is greater than 475. Two-third o f the 
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responses indicates that they access Internet at home. This is reasonable since all 
our respondents are online news readers and newspaper reading is considered to be a 
leisure activity. Therefore, most people would read online newspaper at home rather 
than at work or at school. 
Frequency of Internet Usage: Findings reveal that the respondents access Internet 
very frequently. More than 80% of the total respondents go 'online，daily. This 
can be explained by the common behavior of newspaper browsing. Since online 
newspaper is posted on net daily, it is very logical for readers to go 'online，daily to 
browse updated information. 
Experiences with Internet: Result show that more than two-third of the 
respondents have been using the Internet for one year or more. " 
Level of Internet Skills: Around 60% of the online news reader claim that they are 
skillful Internet users. From this result and the above section, we can see that there 
is a tendency for users to claim that they are skillful Internet users when they have 
experienced the Internet for more than one year. 
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Time Spent on Internet: Nearly 75% of the total respondents tended to stay on 
Internet for one to four hours per day. If we make the assumption that most of them 
read online news daily, this finding is consistent with our other results. If an online 
reader browse most of the contents of the newspaper, the total reading time and 
downloading time should add up to around an hour. Therefore, the number of hours 
online news readers stay on the net can be explained by the nature of newspaper 
browsing behavior. 
2. Purposes and Information Preferences 
Referring to Figure 1 below, most people use the Internet to communicate, including 
e-mail，ICQ, chatting and newsgroup. The second important purpose of using 
Internet is to search for information for work or research. Meanwhile, entertainment 
and leisure as well as software download are other reasons for using Internet. ” 
Figure 1 Purposes ofusing Internet 
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As shown in Figure 2 below, respondents preferred news and online magazines 
information the most. This result is expected because all our respondents are online 
news readers and therefore, we can assume that browsing online news is one of their 
interest. On the other hand, entertainment also provided an important information 
search for respondents. 
Figure 2 Information interested obtained from Internet 
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C. Online News Browsing Behaviors 
1. The summary table and the bar chart of online news browsing behaviors are as 
follows: 
TABLE 4 
O N L ^ E NEWS BROWSING BEHAVIORS 
林 of Respondents Percentage 
Online News Readers 
Yes • 472 99% 
No 3 1% 
To^ ^ 100% 
Browsing Frequency 
Every day 295 63% 
Every other day 1.00 21% 
Twice a week 37 8% 
Once a week or less 40 8%  
To^ ^ 100% 
As shown in Table 4, nearly one-third of the 472 readers browse the Apple 
Daily online news every day, while one-fifth of the readers browses the news every 
other day. This reveals that more than 80% of the readers are regular readers ofApple 
Daily online. As mentioned earlier, the result in this section explains why most of our 
respondents go 'online' everyday. 
9 The non-readers are not required to fill in this question, so the total number o f t h i s item is 472, 
which equals to the number o fon l ine news readers. 
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Figure 3 Sections that are most frequently browsed by online readers 
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With respect to sections on online news demonstrated in Figure 3, Hong Kong 
news tends to be most frequently browsed while entertainment comes second. Leisure, 
international and finance are almost equally important to browsers after Hong Kong 
news and entertainment. It is therefore the norm for most readers to be entertainment 
and local news seekers. 
$1 
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2. The following is the information on the competitive environment of online news 
market. 
Figure 4 Other Online News Read by Apple Daily Readers 
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With regard to competition in the online news market depicted in Figure 4， 
South China Morning Post (SCMP) tends to be the largest competitor to Apple Daily 
as 72 readers also browse SCMP homepage. The phenomenon that SCMP having the 
second readership is because of its ability to provide an extensive job market 
“ 
information. Since a large proportion of Apple Daily s readers are students, they 
would be more interested in information aboutjob seeking andjob market situations. 
On the other hand, some readers also read other Chinese news such as Oriental 
Dai!y and Ming Pao. This may because these two newspapers are also competitors to 
Apple Daily in the printed version newspaper market. 
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D. Banner Advertisements Browsing Behaviors 
Since 3 out of the total valid sample (475) are not online news readers and are 
not required to answer questions concerning banner ads, this table is computed based 
on the 472 online news readers instead of the total samples. The findings regarding 
banner ads browsing behaviors and characteristics are depicted in the table below: 
TABLE 5 
BANNER ADVERTISEMENTS BROWSE^G BEHAVIORS 
# of Percentage 
Respondents  
Banner Ads Browsing 
Yes 197 42% 
No 275 58% 
J o ^ 4 7 2 ' � 100% 
Types of Online Ads Mostly Pay 
Attention to 
IT 137 30% 
Retail 86 19% 
Travel agency 84 19% 
Real Estate 45 10% 
Business Services 41 9 � / � 
Financial services 25 6% 
‘ Others 29 6% 
Total 4 4 7 " 100% 
Concerning banner ads, Table 5 reflects that more than half of all online news 
readers do not browse the banner ads on the web sites while they are reading the news. 
For those who do click through the ads, they tend to prefer IT information (30%) most. 
� Only those online news readers are required to answer this question, thus, the total number 
under this item is 472’ which is the total number o fon l ine news readers. 
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Also, retail (19%) and travel agency information (19%) are the second and third most 
important types of online ads that are most likely to catch their attention. 
•• 
“ T h i s question is only for those banner ads browsers, so the total number of respondents is less 
than 472. And respondents is allowed to choose more than one option for this question, so the total 
niimber is greater than the number of banner ads readers (197). 
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E. Web Content Evaluation 
Section C of the questionnaire attempts to look into browsers' different 
preferences and opinions concerning web page design, information provided, and 
banner advertisements (ads). Respondents are asked to indicate to what extend they 
would agree with 15 statements by putting numbers from 1 to 5 (where 1 =Strongly 
agree; 2=agree; 3=neither agree nor disagree; 4=disagree; 5=Strongly disagree). The 
individuals' opinions to each statement are then averaged to give the average 
responses, which are shown in Table 6 below. 
In order to get a clear picture of how level of Intemet skills affect people's 
preferences and habits, the average responses of two groups of respondents are being 
computed and compared. Based on the level of Intemet skills, the valid sample is 
divided into 2 segments: skilful and nai've. Among the 475 respondents, 291 claim 
themselves as Intemet skillful while 182 of them regarded themselves as naiVe 
concerning Internet operation. 
For the statements in Section C, both positive and negative statements are 
included to reduce the error caused by testing effect. If all the statements are 
f 
formulated in the same direction, say positive, people may get bored and jump to 
conclusion without carefully evaluating the statements. Since statement j and 1 were 
put under a negative way, the statements and responses to these questions had been 
reversed for ease of analysis. 
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TABLE 6 
AVERAGE RESPONSES - SKILLFUL VS. NAIVE 
Statements Responses 
Skillful Naive 
a The site has a rich content. 2.12 2.12 
b I like the way the web page is being presented. 2.34 2.35 
c The site is interactive. 2.52 2.49 
d The site is technological superior. 2.66 2.72 
e The site contains current information. 2.05 2.08 
f The site is navigation-friendly. 2A6 2.32 
g The downloading time of each web page is acceptable 2.58 2.82 
h There is a good contrast between the background color & text color. 2.33 2.24 
I The text is of readable size. ‘ 2 ^ 2.10 
j 丨 usually do not ignore the banner advertisement on each page. 2.42 2.43 
k I usually scroll down to the bottom of each page before clicking. 2.71 2.75 
I I aware that there are banner advertisements on online newspapers. 1.76 1.77 
m I prefer to browse newspaper sites with ads. 3.22 3.22 
n I would click into advertisers' linked sites. 3.30 3.24 
o I would buy product/service from these linked sites. 3.81 3.67 
This set of data reflects that these two groups of respondents do not have much 
difference in opinions concerning aspects such as web design, information provided 
“ 
and banner ads. Slight gap is found in statement g regarding acceptable downloading 
time of each web page. One possible reason for this discrepancy is skilful Internet 
users usually have access to computers with higher capacity, therefore, this may 
shorten the downloading time from web. 
The average responses of skilful vs. naive is shown on the snake diagram next 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F. Behavior Analysis of Online News Browsing 
According to the information we obtained, analysis are done on level of skills and 
information preferences. 
1. SkillfuIness 
Demographic information is also used to test whether a respondent is a skilful 
or naive Intemet user. The purpose of these tests is to fmd out whether the level of 
skilful that an Intemet user has is dependent on demographic characteristics. (In the 
questionnaire, question 4 is used to gather information on level ofskills.) 
The hypotheses are: 
Hypothesis 1: Gender and Internet usage skills are independent 
Hypothesis 2: Level ofediication and Internet usage skills are independent 
Hypothesis 3: Level ofincome and Internet usage skills are independent 
Hypothesis 4: The readers, age and Internet usage skills are independent “ 




Crosstabulation for Apple Daily Online Questionnaire -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Gender vs. Skilfulness 475 100.00% ^ 0.00% 475 j[00% 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
MALE ( 87 144 ^ 
1 97 147 ^ 
Total 184| 2 9 l | 475 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 0.219* ‘ 1 0.6400 一 
Continuity Correction 0.1400~~ 1 — 0 . 7 0 9 0 ~ 
Likelihood Ratio 一 0 .2190— 1 — 0 . 6 4 0 0 ~ 
Fisher's Exact Test ‘ “ ‘ 0.7060 0.3540 — 
Linear-by-Linear 0.2180 i 0.6400 
Association £ ^  
N ofVal id C a s e s " 77 
""""*""^ ^^ *^^ ^•^^ ^^ *•••^^ ^^ •*••"•••*••"••••^^ "••• "^*•• M^^ M^ M^iaA^ ^^ M^WMa^ H^ ^^ WMMIIMII^ ^^ ^^ MMMII^ H^^ ^^ H^ B^ ^^ H^ H^MMMMM^ ^^ ^^ MMM^ Mj 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 89.48. 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Stcl. Approx. T** Approx. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ « ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ « — « « » » » « Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.021~ “ 0.6400 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R -0.0210 0.0460 -0.4670 — 0.64*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation -0.02f0 0.0460 “ -0.4670 0.64*** 
N ofVal id Cases 475 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
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TABLE 10 
Crosstabulation for Apple Daily News Online Questionnaire -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS 
WITH EDUCATION LEVEL BELOW AND ABOVE UNIVERSITY 
Case Processing Summary 
“ CASES 
Valid Missing Total  
N Percent 一 N Percent N Percent 
Postgrad vs. Skilful 475| 100.00%| Q 0.00% ~475 j^0% 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
Q| 1 Total 
Postgrad 0 61 95 156 
1 123 196 ~ 319 
Total 184! 2 9 l | 475 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. ~~Exact Sig.~" 
Value ^ (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 0.013* — 1 一 0.9090 
Continuity Correction 0.0000 一 1 — 0.9890 
Likelihood Ratio 0.0130 _ 1 — 0 . 9 0 9 0一 
Fisher's Exact Test “ “ 0.9200 0.4930 
Linear-by-Linear ~~0.0130 i 0.9090 
Association  
N ofValid Cases “ 475 “ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ „ 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 60.43 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx.T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient Q.OQ^ o . 9 0 9 0 “ 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.0050. 0.0460 0.1140 — 0.909*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation Q.QQ5^ 0.0460— 0.1140 0.909*** 
N ofValid Cases 475" ‘ 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
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TABLE 10 
CrosstabuIation for Apple Daily News Online Questionnaire -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS WITH INCOME LEVEL BELOW AND ABOVE 10K 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES  
Valid Missing Total  
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
B d o w l O K v s . S k i l f u l n e s s r 4 7 5 | lOO.QO%| Q| o.OQo/o T1 f ^ 
Gender vs. Skilfulness CrosstabuIation 
SKILFUL n 
Q| 1 Total 
Below 10K 107 i72 ^ 
1 77. 1 1 9 _ 196 
Total l84| 291 475 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value clf (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 0.042* 一 1 ~~"^o.8370 
Continuity Correction 0.0120 “ i o.9120 
Likelihood Ratio 0.0420 “ 1 _ ~ o . 8 3 7 0 ~ ~ ‘ 
Fi7her's Exact Test ~ ； —0.8490 0 . 4 ? ^ ~ 
Linear-by-Linear 0.0420 1 o . 8 3 7 0 一 
Association  
N ofValid Cases “ 475 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 75.92 “ 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0 .00901 |^ |^ | ]^^~ Q 8370 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R -0.0090 0.0460 -0.2050 “ 0.837"* 
Ordinal byOrdinal Spearman Correlation -0.0090 0.0460 “ -0.2050 0 837*** 
N ofValid Cases ? 5 ^ ~  
* Not assuming the null hypothesis.""""‘ 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
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TABLE 10 
Crosstabulation for Apple Daily News Online Questionnaire -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS 
WITHIN AND OTHER THAN AGE 19-29 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Age 19-29 vs. Skilful 475! 100.00%| o| 0.00%| 47s | lOO�/�— 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
Age 19-29 72 128 “ 200 
1 112" 丨 6 3 ~ " 275 
Total 184| 2 9 l | 47? 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 1.090* 1 0.2960 一 一 “ 
Continuity Correction 0.9000 1 0.3430 一 一 
Likelihood Ratio 1.0930 ‘ I 0.2960 “ “ 
Fisher's Exact Test — 0.3400— 0.1710 
Linear-by-Linear 一“1.0880 i 0.2970 
Association  
N ofValid Cases 475 
^^^^mmm^^i^^mi^^^^^immmmt^mfmmma^L^^^^^^mmmi^^^^^^mmi^m^m^^^^ mm^m^^^m^^^^^^m ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ > ^ _ 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 77.47 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
_ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.0480 0 . 2 9 6 0 “ 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R -0.048? 0.0460 “ -1.0430 — 0.297*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation -0.048^ 0.0460 “ -1.0430 — 0.297*** “ 
N ofValid Cases 475 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
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Hypothesis 1, that Intemet usage skills do not have correlation with the gender 
of readers is supported. Results showed that the contingency coefficient value is 
below significant level (0.021<0.640). Therefore, we do not reject null hypothesis 
and gender is not a factor when concerning Intemet skills. 
Hypothesis 2, that Intemet usage skills do not have correlation with the level 
of education of readers is supported. Results showed that the contingency 
coefficient value is below significant level (0.005<0.909). Therefore, we do not 
reject null hypothesis and level of education is not a factor when concerning Intemet 
skills. 
Hypothesis 3，that Intemet usage skills do not have correlation with the level of 
income of readers is supported. Results showed that the contingency coefficient 
value is below significant level (0.009<0.837). Therefore, we do not reject null 
hypothesis and level ofincome is not a factor when concerning Internet s k i l l s . , 
Hypothesis 4, that Internet usage skills do not have correlation with the 
readers' age is supported. Results showed that the contingency coefficient value is 
below significant level (0.048<0.296). Therefore, we do not reject null hypothesis 
and the age of readers is not a factor when concerning Intemet skills. 
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2. Internet Information-Seeking Preferences 
Hypothetically, we believe that demographics have influences on the Internet 
information-seeking behavior. Therefore, gender, level of education, level of income 
and readers' age group are used as independent variables to run t-test against 
information-seeking preferences. The objective of these tests is to explore the 
possible differences in information-seeking preferences. (In the questionnaire, 
question 9 is used to measure readers' information-seeking preferences.) 
The hypotheses are: 
Hypothesis 1: Gender and information seeking preferences are independent 
Hypothesis 2: Level ofeducation and information seeking preferences are 
independent 
Hypothesis 3: Level ofincome and information seeking preferences are 
independent 
Hypothesis 4: The readers ’ age and information seeking preferences are 
independent •‘ 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a. Male vs. Female on information-seeking preferences  
TABLE 16  
Areas of Information Male Female  
(Number of respondents) (Number of respondents) 
News and Online Magazines 220 (90%) 200 (87%) 
Finance Information 73 (30%) 48 (21%) 
Entertainment 152 (62%) 154 (67%) 
S p o r t s 4 5 ( 1 8 % ) 6 3 ( 2 7 % ) 
Technology 105 (43%) 82 (35%) 
T r a v e l 7 6 ( 3 1 % ) 7 2 ( 3 1 % ) 
Career Related 97 (40%) 81 (35%) 
Product Information 112 (46%) 91 (39%) 
Company Information 63 (26%) 59 (26%) 
Other 13 (5%) 10 (4%) 
The above table shows the number of respondents on each area of information. 
The results show that "news and online magazines" is the most popular information 
for both genders. Other than the "others" information section, females prefer 
"Finance" information the least while males prefer "Sports" the least. 
b. Level of Education: the effect of higher level of education on information 
seeking preferences. 
TABLE 17  
Areas of Information Post Graduate U - Grad and below  
(Number of respondents) (Number of respondents) 
News and Online Magazines 64 (67%) 356 (94%) 
Finance Information 25 (26%) 96 (25%) 
Entertainment 55 (57%) 251 (66%) 
Sports 23 (24%) 85 (22%) 
Technology 25 (26%) 162 (43%) 
Travel 25 (26%) 123 (32%) 
Career Related 29 (30%) 149 (39%) 
Product Information 37 (39%) 166 (44%) 
Company Information 23 (24%) 99 (26%) 
Other 0 (0%) 23 ^6%) 
Results show that people will lower educational level tend to be more interested 
in "Technology" information. 
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c. Level ofIncome: the effect of income level on information-seeking  
TABLE 18  
Areas ofInformation Income below 10K Income above 10K  
(Number of Respondents) (Number of Respondents) 
News and Online Magazines 170 (87%) 250 (90%) 
Finance Information 42 (21%) 79 (28%) 
Entertainment 127 (65%) 179 (64%) 
Sports 49 (25%) 59 (21%) 
Technology 62 (32%) 丨25 (45%) 
Travel 64 (33%) 84 (30%) 
Career Related 73 (37%) 105 (38%) 
Product Information 79 (40%) 124 (44%) 
Company Information 42 (21%) 80 (27%) 
Other 8 (4%) 15 (5%) 
Statistics shows that people rated "News and online magazines" the same 
regardless oftheir income level. However, people with different income level rated 
"Technology" differently. We can assume that people with more income tends to 
have more interest in updated technology information. 
d. The effect ofAge on information seeking preferences 
TABLE 19  
Areas of Information Respondents in the age group Respondents in other age  
of 19-29 groups •二 
News and Online Magazines 246 (89%) 174 (87%) 
Finance Information 61 (22%) 60 (30%) 
Entertainment 176 (64%) 130 (65%) 
Sports 59 (21%) 49 (25%) 
Technology 99 (36%) 88 (44%) 
Travel 87 (32%) 61 (31%) 
Career Related 103 (37%) 75 (38%) 
Product Information 108 (39%) 95 (48%) 
Company Information 62 (22%) 60 (30%) 
Other 12 (4%) H (6%) 
Respondents in age groups other than 19-29 rated "Finance", "Technology", and 
"Product Information" as more importarit. For more details on these hypotheses, see 
Appendix 22. 
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e. Discussion and Implication on Internet Usage Skills 
All tested variables are proved to be independent to Intemet Usage skills 
acquired. It implies that a person's gender, age, level of education and level 
of income are not implied by a person's Intemet skills. This is reasonable 
since technology and media is so advanced nowadays that most people have 
equal opportunity in obtaining first-hand information about new inventions 
and new products. Therefore, there should be lesser and lesser determinants 
that have strong effects on Intemet Usage skills. “ 
f. Discussion and Implication on Internet Information-Seeking Preferences 
Gender： Male and female are weighing all areas of information 
equally except finance and sports. As perceived, male and female will give 
different rating to finance and sports when it comes down to information-
seeking preferences. Most males are more interested in financial information 
(t-value = 2.299, significant at 95% confidence interval) due to sociological 
and physiological influences. 
Level ofeducation： It seems that people with lower education level are 
more interested in "technology" information (t-value = -1.906, significant at 
90% confidence interval). People will lower educational level may perceived 
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the intake of hi-tech information would enhance and increase their knowledge 
in various aspects. On the other hand, people with lower education are more 
interested in entertainment and leisure information rather than news. 
Level ofIncome: People with higher income are more interested in 
technology information (t-value = -2.104, significant at 95% confidence 
interval) One explanation can be that acquiring new technology, like new hi-
fi, TV sets requires extra money, and people with high level of income are 
more capable of upgrading their personal entertaining equipment. Therefore, 
they are more interested in getting first-hand information on technology. 
AgS： Younger people are more likely to look for information on 
career and company. This is very reasonable. Since younger people are 
still looking for jobs and their jobs are less secure, people between the age of 
19-29 are more eager to learn about the job market, information on 
“ 
companies' that are recruiting and current job-seeking environment. 
However, younger people are less interested in product, technology and 
finance (t-value = -2.054, -2.455 and -2.638, significant at 95% confidence 
interval). Many economists and sociologists have complained about the 
insensitivity of young people towards the economic and financial growth of 
Hong Kong. Our findings shows that this phenomena do exist. 
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3. Demographic Analysis of Banner Ads Browsing 
While forming our questionnaire, we were also interested in the actual number of 
people that are interested in clicking into those sponsors (banner advertisements). 
Therefore, in our questionnaire, one of the questions is used to measure the 
percentage of people that will actually click-on those banner ads. Out of the 475 
respondents, 3 of them are not regular online news reader and therefore, there leaves 
473 respondents that are qualified to answer the banner ad question. Out of 473 
respondents, 197 of them (41.7%) indicate that they will click into banner ads. Out 
o f t h e 197 respondents, 96 of them are male (48.7%) while 101 of them are female. 
In the following section, analyses are done on the demographic profile of those that 
indicate that they will click into banner ads. 
a. Age Distribution of Banner Ads Browsers 
“ 
Figure 5 Age distribution of banner ads browsers 
10% 0% 9% 
C \ W D18or below 
^ K ^ .19-29 
\ ^ ^ ^ 口30-39 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M or above 
^ ^ ^ ^ 5 9 % 
Figure 5 shows that respondents from the age group of 19-29 are most interested in 
the advertisements within a newspaper webpage. 
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b. Level of Education of Banner Ads Browsers 
Figure 6 Level of education of banner ad browsers 
• — • • - • --.. — — — •— • •• • -. -
12% 0% 0 
^^^j 1^ ^^  23% I  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ iDPrimary School 
y \^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ BSecondary School 
/ \ ^ ,^-"-^I DTechnical Institute 
1 ^ s ^ ^ X ^ 1 2 % DUniversity 
\ y • Post-graduate 
53% \ ~ Z 
It seems that most of the banner ad browsers are ofhigher education. 
c. Level of Income of Banner Ads Browsers 
Figure 7 Income level ofbanner ad browsers 
14% 
( ^ ¾ ^ D$10,000 or below 
�[ ^ ^ * ^ ^ 42% _$10,001-$20,000 
1 8 % ( ^ > i ^ W D$20,001 -$35,000 
^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • $35,000 or over 
• 26% 
•• 
The people with the lowest level of income are actually more interested in 
banner advertisements than others. 
Out ofall the online news banner ads browsers, 70% ofthem possesses high 




A. Comparisons between Apple Daily's Perception and Online Survey 
To get a clear picture of both the real situation and the Apple Daily ,s 
perception, the findings acquired from the survey is compared against the information 
obtained from the executive interview with the Senior Online Editor, Mr. Stefan Kung. 
The results are being compared and analyzed under the following three categories: 
1. Customers 
2. Information types that readers are interested 
3. Competitors 
1. Customers 
Findings demonstrate that one-third of the respondents are from overseas 
“ 
while two-thirds of them are resided in Hong Kong. The actual ratio is smaller than 
ihe one Apple Daily perceives. Apple Daily believes readers from China is one of the 
major components of the readers. However, our research finds that only 2% of the 
readers are from China. The low response rate from China may result from the 
banning of the printed version of Apple Daily in most places in China. Online news 
is the only available version of Apple Daily in China and the penetration rate of this 
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newspaper cannot be statistically tested. Another reason for the low response rate 
from the Chinese population may due to the fact Chinese people are less familiar with 
the purpose of questionnaire survey and are reluctant to fill out questionnaires. 
2. Information Types That Readers Are Interested 
The results from online questionnaire correspond to Apple Daily's own 
perception. Hong Kong news, entertainment, leisure, finance and international news 
tend to the mostly visited sections of the site. 
3. Competitors 
The company clearly and accurately predicts the competitive environment. 
Results depict that South China Morning Post is the major competitor to Apple Daily. 
Both results of the survey and interview show that Oriental Daily is not the major 
“ 
online competitor although its printed newspaper is the main competitor to that of 
Apple Daily. 
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B. Application of a Behavior Model 
This section combines and modifies two famous behavior models, AIDA and 
AIETA to analyze our findings in the previous section. 
1. Awareness 
These potential readers aware of the existence of the web site either through 
their friends, web directories and search engines. Yahoo and Chinese Yahoo are the 
two mostly used search engines for online users to gather information from web sites 
and homepages. 
2. Interest 
Having known the provision of the site，the potential readers would go to the 
site because ofinformation searching and or entertainment seeking purposes. They get 
“ 
to know the content of the web site by entering the front page of the site. 
3. Evaluation 
By looking through the options provided on the front page, potential readers 
may have a brief picture of what this site is about and which areas of information it 
provides. By selecting and clicking into different areas of news, the potential readers 
then know more about the site, scope and depth of news it offers. 
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Potential readers would evaluation the site while browsing through different 
sections offered, and then develop their convictions about whether to go on and read 
through the rest of the site. Different people tend to have different sets of criteria in 
assessing the performance of the site. 
4. Action 
In the case of online news industry, since web site is not a product in which 
readers cannot make purchase, therefore, we defme "action" as spending one hour or 
more on the Apple Daily online news site and pages per visit. Having a positive 
evaluation on the web with different factors, for instance, web design, scope, depth 
and variety of information, the potential readers would continue to surf through the 
site for an hour or more. 
•• 
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C. Target Segmentation 
Based on data obtained from the survey as well as the demographic profile 
derived in the previous section. The existing heavy users of the online news 
webpage, especially ioxApple Daily are: 
1) Internet users, both skilful and naive; 
2) Both gender; 
3) At the age between 19 to 39; 
4) Both Hong Kong residents and overseas Chinese resided in Northern America 
(U.S.A and Canada). 
Although Apple Daily believes that all Chinese are potential readers of their 
online news, only the above mentioned heavy users are the current frequent visitors of 
Apple Daily online news. Since the penetration rate is quite low in the 40-and-above 
age group and in China, promotion and web site construction strategies for reaching 
and meeting the needs of those two segments can be improved. For example, more 
efforts should be placed on introducing computer usage and the advantages of online 
newspaper to the 40-and-above age group. On the other hand, to reach the Mainland 
China population, Apple Daily should create more hyperlinks with local web sites to 
enhance easy access and increase popularity of its online newspaper. 
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D. Web Design Strategies 
1. Improve downloading time, interactivity and technological superiority 
Since there is no significant differences concerning preferences on web site 
design between the skilful and naive Internet users, Apple Daily does not need to cater 
the web design to meet individual groups' expectations. 
Instead, more emphasis should be placed on improvements regarding aspects 
of the web design to offer value-added services and technological enhancements, such 
as downloading time, interactivity, and technological superiority. Also, because the 
majority of users claim to be skilful and have daily access to Intemet, it is assumed 
that they have a certain level of experiences on the net. In structuring web design, 
Apple Daily should consider to opt for a high technology and creative approach. Since 
most users do not stay online for more than 4 hours, Apple Daily should shorten the 
downloading time so that readers would be able to read more news with the same 
n 
amount of time available. 
2. Links to local libraries and search engines 
Moreover, to meet the needs of those information searchers and to facilitate 
their information search process, it can include more hyper-links to local libraries and 
search engines. New sections such as online games can be added to enhance the 
entertainment feature of the site. 
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E. Information Provision Strategies 
With respect to information, sections such as editorial, sports, property, China 
news and horse racing are not popular on Apple Daily. This may be an indication that 
readers who are interested in these sections have their own preferred choices of 
publications. Therefore, more efforts and enhancements should further be placed in 
these areas, for example, to promote and upgrade the contents in these information 
sections. On the other hand, more efforts should also be directed to the provisions to 
Hong Kong news, entertainment, leisure, International News and Finance to meet the 
users' priority and preferences and to secure online customer base. 
Furthermore, Apple Daily should include more jobs seeking information since 
respondents at the age of 19 to 29 are more likely to look for information about career 
and company. 
•/ 
F. Banner Advertisements Provision Strategies 
Apple Daily should include more advertisements related to IT, retail and travel 
agency as most of the banner ads browsers are interested in these types of ads. 
However, since the majority of news readers do not go the banner ads, we suggest 
Apple Daily to improve the ads creativity and interactivity, for example to develop 
technology in which when the users move the mouse over the ad, the web and the 
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words shake. (Appendix 23 gives an example of the web address and design with 
similar technology). In order to stimulate more "click-through", it is recommended 
to put more male-related ads in the finance and sports sections since most males are 
more likely to visit these sections. 
G. Promotional Strategies 
Since Apple Daily's online news readers are scattered worldwide, it is not 
recommended to do regional promotion such as television and radio. Instead, it can 
make use of Internet tools to inform and attract potential readers. For instance, it can 
use Chinese search engines like Chinese Yahoo, hyperlinks and referral links from 
other sites, as well as exchange-links with other related sites such as library sites. 
H. Online Marketing Research “ 
The feedback of the online survey is far better than we predicted. The total 
number of responses is double of our expectation. Our results can be an implication 
that online marketing survey is a useful channel for companies to gather information 
about users, especially for those companies who already have an existing web site. 
Therefore, it is no longer necessary for companies to seek professional research 
services that cost a great deal. However, the length of questionnaire should be 
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limited to not more than twenty questions since our experience has shown that people 
get tired or bored and gave up completing all the questions. Also demographic details 
should be limited and be asked in a more indirect way so that people would be more 
likely to fill in this part. 
I. Competitive Moves 
Currently, the competition of online news market is not intense with about ten 
players. Among them, many of the existing readers of Apple Daily also read South 
China Morning Post (SCMP). Nevertheless, since Apple Daily and SCMP are not 
perfect substitutes due to their differences in language used, Apple Daily does not 
have direct competition at this stage. However, since providing news online should be 
a lucrative market in the long run, it is advisable for Apple Daily to keep an eye on the 
growth of other online news in order to remain as the leader of the industry. 
#/ 
J. Future Prospects 
As most of the readers preferred to look for news and magazines information 
during their online time, this certainly would provide an opportunity for future 
development of online news. The trend of the needs to seek information and 
entertainment/leisure via Internet would lead to an increased demand for online news 
and related web sites such as online magazines and databases. 
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Online news provider has the characteristics of providing update information, 
it is one of the ‘must’ sites for those information and entertainment seekers. Since the 
industry is only at the introductory stage of the product life cycle, there are plenty of 




LIMITATIONS / SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
• The scope of the study applies to existing users only. 
• Owing to time constraint, the survey only covered 10 days (from March 30 — 
April 6, 1999)，which was during the Easter holiday ofHong Kong. This span of 
time may not represent the sentiments of respondents all year round. 
• To prevent the same respondent from answering more than one questionnaire, the 
web page design disallowed the respondent from going back to the previous page 
once the questionnaire had been sent out. Each computer log-in account would 
only be able to reach the questionnaire page once. 
• The randomized occurrence of the rotation ad on Apple Daily's homepage may 
create an unequal chance of reaching the questionnaire. Some potential 
respondents may not have opportunity to reach the questionnaire page even if they 




All in all, Internet seems to be an inevitable part of today's city life. The 
ability to capture the opportunity provided by this new trend could obviously make a 
difference and ultimately mean profitability in the long run. 
Apple Daily has been doing quite well in understanding and meeting the 
readers' needs and expectations. Its web site has been very popular among the 
Chinese communities all over the world. 
Besides, there is an increasing trend that people go to the Intemet to look for 
information because the Internet can be accessed at any time and place provided that 
people have a telephone line and computer with them. This timeliness and 
accessibility advantages would encourage more and more information and 
entertainment seekers to visit online news. Therefore, the ability of any online 
information providers to offer entertainment and information sites on web can help 
paving the way for profitability in the long run. 
Nevertheless, there are some threats in the online news market. Apart from 
online news providers, the Internet Service Providers (ISP) can be potential 
competitors to App!e Daily and other online news suppliers. From the information 
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seekers' point of view, information but not providers is their foremost concern. Also, 
Chinese online news is suffering from another disadvantage, that is, the language 
problem. For those English online news providers such as South China Morning Post 
and Hong Kong Standard, they would be more competitive in the global arena. 
Chinese online news is subject to limitation caused by language barrier in its future 
growth from the global perspective. Therefore, an implication for Apple Daily and 
other existing online news provider is to keep on improving and stay in touch with the 




APPENDIX 1 - • E R V I E W GUIDE 
0 见 腿 NEWS READERS' BROWSING BEHAVIORS 
(AN INTERVIEW WITH SENIOR ONLINE NEWS EDITOR OF APPLE DAILY) 
Planning 
1. When did your company start to put the news online? (Was your co. the 1®' one to set up the 
online news?) 
- At the beginning of 1996; 
- Planned this launching at the end of 1995; 
- Ming Pao was the first to set up the online news. 
2. Was the site being done in house or by external party? 
- Apple Daily's own Internet unit created the site and was responsible for the daily 
operation and maintenance; 
- Currently, it is cooperated with AT & T on homepage design 
3. Have your company done any research/survey before putting the news online? 
- Yes, at the beginning of 96, done an online research; 
- Planning to do an updated research in March 99 
4. What were the initial business objectives (long-term and short-term) and motivators for 
having online news? (PR, advertising, , follow competitors' action, revenue generation) 
$i 
- Initial short-term goals: promoting image, creating a new communication channel with 
readers and reaching the overseas Chinese community 
» 
- Initial long-term goal: profitability 
Promotion 
5. How do you publicize your site? 
6. Do most advertising customers place their ads on newspaper as well as on the site? Or 
are those advertising packages in separate? 
- No, since the two versions of news have different reader base. 
7. Your site has less advertisement than newspaper? Why? 
- Because the reader base of online is smaller and not all products and services are 
suitable for online banner ads ‘ 
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Customers 
8. Who are your target customers (Are they the same as the paper newspaper--
cannibalzation problem)? 
- They believed that every one is potential reader to their online news 
- They don't see any problem of cannibalization as the 2 versions of news are portraying 
different images. The readers of the online news are expected to be more "creative", 
"younger", "highly educated" while the readers of paper version tend to be more 
traditional. 
9. Do you plan to attract overseas customers? 
- Yes. Especially the people in China because of political issue (the banning of Apple 
Daily in China). 
10. Is there a subscription plan for online newspaper? 
- N o . • 
11. Have your company done any user profile tracking like meter to measure the #? 
- No. Not necessary to have it. 
12. Which areas of your site are the customers interested at most? (economics, news, 
entertainment, information(e.g. weather) orjobs ) 
- For single page: homepage 
- For sections: 1) News; 2) entertainment, 3) Night life; 4) Economics; 5) World 
13. How do you classify your customers? Subscribers vs. nonsubscribers, or information vs. 
“ 
entertainment seeker? 
- 45% local, 55% overseas (associated with HK) 
Results/Performance 
14. How do you measure the result of your online newspaper? 
- Just use Internet Protocol to locate where the readers from. 
15. Do you have any related reports? (e.g. subscribers rate, subscribers revenue) 
- N o . 
16. Does the result meet your expectations or objectives set previously? 
- Yes. Can meet short-term objectives. 
- For long-term, not sure when can meet it yet. 
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17. If not, what are the main reasons for not meeting all the initial objectives? 
18. Is your company making any profit from online extension of news? From advertisement? 
- K costs HK$300 million a year in production and operation; 
- Objective: zero cost (bottom line) — enough to survive; 
- Online department is both a cost and profit center, it's an independent unit. 
19. What is the average click rate? 
- No. It was not being monitored and measured as the figure itself is not meaningful. 
20. Is everything covered be paper version put on the online version? 
- Mostly but not all, the 2 versions are not exactly the same although released at the 
same time of each day; 
- Sometimes online version happens to cover more information and sometimes paper 
versions cover more; 
- The objective is not changing the paper version into digital version but providing 
"interactive channel" to the readers and attract new readers through the concept of 
"creativity". 
Banner Ad 
21. What is your pricing scheme for banner ad? 
-premium pricing 
22. What kind of banner ad do your company usually include in your newspaper? 
-can be any products and services, but some industries are more suitable 
“ 
23. Does your company have any criteria in selecting which kind of product ad to include in 
your site? 
-No 
Problems and Competition 
24. What problem(s) your company is/are facing in getting Internet user to view news on your 
web page? 
-From a global perspective, ISP can be potential competitors since we are competing on info, 
seeking 
25. Which online newspaper are your main competitors (local and international)? -
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- currently, only SCMP and Apple Daily are active in banner ad 
- Competition from Oriental Daily is not intense although it is the main competitor for 
paper news 
26. How's your online service different from other online news? 
- “we are the leader in the online new market in terms of creativity and innovation" 
- "we set standards in the market" 
27. Is the competition in the online news intense? How do your describe the current 
competition? 
- It's a localized HK Chinese newspaper, so it is difficult to compete in the global arena. 
28. Since online newspaper is updated daily, and overseas subscriber of your newspaper 
can only get newspaper the day before, will the online newspaper affect your overseas" 
subscription? 
- no. those who buy newspaper have already developed a habit, they tend not to change 
this habit and so the sales would not be affected. 
Future 
29. Does your company foresee any threat in the coming future in the online news market? 
-Virtual community (ISP, ICP, and ITP) 
30. What is your company's goal/objective in the coming year? 
- Profitibility, innovation and technology 
- Maintain the position as a market leader and look for opportunity to extend in the virtual 
“ 
community 
31. How would you like to improve your current site? 
-New marketing tools such as Net coupon 
Others 
32. Is it possible for us to put questionnaire on your site? 
-Yes 
33. Is it possible to monitor your site for one week? 
- Readers: 
- R e f e r a l sites: IMS< U, hkstar 




QUESTIONNAIRE ON CSITERNET MARKETBS[G 
We are two second year MBA students doing a research on internet marketing for the final year project. 
Please help us to fill in the following questionnaire by circling the letter representing the most 
applicable options. 
Section A - Internet Usage  
1. From where do you have access to a computer? (You may choose more than one option.) 
a) At home c) At work 
b) At school d) Other (please specify ) 
2. How often do you use Internet? 
a) Every day c) Twice a week 
b') Every other day d) Once or less than once a week 
3. How long have you been using Internet (including email, ftp, WWW etc.)? 
a) 1 month or less d) 13to 24 months 
b) 2 to 6 months e) 25 to 36 months 
c) 7 to 12 months f) 37 months or more 
4. How would you see yourself as an Internet user? 
a) S k _ l b) NaTve 
5. Which search engines do you use most? 
a) Yahoo d) lnfoseek 
b) Chinese Yahoo e) Alta Vista 
c) Lycos f) Other (please specify ) 
6. How do you find about new WWW sites or pages? O'ou can select more than one option.) 
a) Friends d) Web directories 
b) Hyperlinks from other sites e) Newspaper, magazines or books 
c) Search Engines f) Other “ 
(please specify ) 
7. How much time do you approximately spend on using Internet per day? 
a) 1 hour or less d) 4 to 5 hours 
b) 1 to 2 hours e) 6 to 7 hours 
c) 3 to 4 hours f) 8 hours or more 
8. What are your purpose(s) of using Internet? (You may choose more than one option.) 
a) Search for information for work/research d) Entertainment/leisure 
b) Download computer software e) Perform transactions/shopping on Net 
c) Communicate with others(e.g. Email, ICQ, f) Other 
chatting, and news group) (please specify ) 
9. If you use Internet to look for information, what kind(s) of information are you most interested in? 
a) News and online magazines f) Travel 
b) Financial information g) Career related 
c) Entertainment h) Product information 
d) Sports i) Company information 
e) Technology j) Other (please specify ) 
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Section B - Online Newspaper Browsing Behavior  
10. How often do you read online newspaper? 
a) Every day c) Twice a week 
b) Every other day d) Once or less than once a week 
11. Except for Apple Daily, which online new(s) do you usually read? 
a) Apple Daily g) Tai Kung Pao 
b) Oriental Daily h) Tin Tin 
c) Ming Pao i) Wen Wei Po 
d) Sing Tao j) Commericial Daily 
e) South China Morning Post k) Other (please specify ) 
f) Standard I) None 
12. Concerning Apple Daily news web, please circle the most applicable option. (You may 
choose more than one option) 
a) Set Apple Daily as a homepage in the browser 
b) Set Apple Daily as one of the bookmarks 
c) Neither two of the above, but just happen to type the address when you want to browse online 
newspaper 
13. Do you agree that the online newspaper is a good substitute of the paper version newspaper? 
a) Yes b) No 
14. When you read online newspaper, which 5 of the following sections do you usually 
browse? Please rank your browsing preferences with numbers from 1to 5, e.g. 1-
most likely to read, 5 - least likely to read) 
a) Hong Kong News  
b) International News  
c) China News  
d) Finance  
e) Property  
f) Entertainment  
g) Leisure  
h) Sports  
i) Horse Racing  
pEditorial 
•t 
15. Do you browse banner ad? 
a) Yes b) No (go to Section C) 
16. Which types of online industry advertisement do you usually pay attention to? 
a) IT e) Real Estate agency 
b) Retail f) Financial service (eg. Banking service) 
c) Travel Agency g) Other (please specify ) 
d) Business services (eg.Consulting services) 
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|Section C - Web Content Evaluation 
For a to o, please indicate to what extent that you agree with the following statements 
concerning Apple Daily online news web by putting numbers from 1 to 5 in the 
corresponding boxes. 
0/Vhere 1=strongly agree; 2=agree; 3=neither agree and disagree; 4=disagree; 5==strongly disagree) 
a) The site has a rich content. 
b) I like the way the web page is being presented. “ 
c) The site is interactive. — 
d) The site is technological superior. — 
e) The site contains current information. 
f) The site is navigation-friendly. “ 
g) The downloading time of each web page is acceptable. 
h) There is a good contrast between the background color and text color. 
i) The text is of readable size. 
j) I usually ignore the banner advertising on each page. ‘ 
k) I usually scroll down to the bottom of each page before clicking. ‘ 
I) I don't aware that there are banner advertisements on online newspapers. “ 
m) I prefer to browse newspaper sites with ads. ~~ 
n) I would click into advertisers' linked sites. " 
0) I would buy product/ service from these linked sites. 
Section D - Demographics 
17. Age 
a) 18 or below d) 40 to 59 
b) 19 to 29 e) 60 or above 
c) 30 to 39 
18. Gender 
a) Male b) Female 
19. Your highest level of education level ,, 
a) Primary School d) University 
b) Secondary School e) Post-graduate Study 
c) Technical Institute 
20. Family size (please indicate number of members in your family)  
21. Occupation 
a) Executive f) Senior Officer 
b) Manager g) Student 
c) Professional h) Self employed 
d) Clerk i) Unemployed 
e) Technical Staff j) Other (please specify ) 
22. Monthly income Level 
a) $10,000 or above c) $20,001 - $35,000 
b) $10,001 - $20,000 d) $35,000 or over 
23. Location of residence 
a) Hong Kong b) Overseas (please specify ) 
End of Questionnaire  
Thank you for your time and cooperation! 
APPENIDX 3 
ONLDs[E QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY 
(Available at http://www.appledaily.com) 
m^e to Applc Daily Online http: '/^ kO 1 .www applcda 
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Thank you for your help on 
our "Browsing behavior" survey. 
It is conducted for the future development of Apple Daily Websites which we hope we can serve you 
best.Your feedback is very valuable. 
Section A - Intemet Usage 
1. From where do you have access to a computer? 
(You may choose more than one option.) 
�a ) At home 
�b ) At school . 
�c ) At work 
�d ) Other | 
2. How often do you use Intemet? 
�a ) Every day | 
�b ) Every other day 
�c ) Twice a week 
�d ) Once or less than once a week 
3. How long have you been using Intemet (including email, ftp, WWW etc.)? 
�a ) 1 month or less 
�b ) 2 to 6 months 
_Jc) 7 to 12 months 
J d ) 13 to 24 months 
J e ) 25 to 36 months 
�f ) 37 months or more 
4. How would you see yourself as an.Internet user? , 
J a ) Skillful ‘ 
�b ) Naive 
5. Which search engines do you use most? 
�a ) Yahoo 
�b ) Chinese Yahoo 
�c ) Lycos 
J d) Infoseek 
J e ) Alta Vista 
J f) Other (please specify) 
6. How do you find about new WWW sites or pages? (You can select more than one 
option.) 
�a ) Friends 
J b) Hyperlinks from other sites 
J c) Search Engines 
'f6 
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�d ) W e b directories 
�e ) Newspaper, magazines or books 
J f) Other(please specify) 
J 
7. How much time do you approximately spend on using Intemet per day? 
�a ) 1 hour or less 
�b ) 1 to 2 hours 
�c ) 3 to 4 hours 
�d ) 4 to 5 hours 
�e ) 6 to 7 hours 
�f ) 8 hours or more 
8. What are your purpose(s) of using Intemet? (You may choose more than one option.) 
�a ) Search for information for work/research 
�b ) Download computer software 
�c ) Communicate with others(e.g. Email, ICQ, chatting, and news group) 
�d ) Entertainment/leisure 
J e) Perform transactions/shopping on Net 
�f ) Other (please specify) 
9. Ifyou use Internet to look for information, what kind(s) ofinformation are you most 
interested in? 
�a ) News and online magazines 
�b ) Financial information 
�c ) Entertainment 
� d ) Sports 
�e ) Technology 
J f ) T r a v e l 
�g ) Career related 
�h ) Product information ,‘ 
�i ) Company information 
� j ) Other (please specify) 
Section B - Online Newspaper Browsing Behavior 
10. Do you read online newspaper? 
J a ) Yes 
J b) No (go to Section D) 
11. How often do you read online newspaper? 
�a ) Every day 
~J b) Every other day 
�c ) Twice a week 
�d ) Once or less than once a week 
'«^6 
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12. Concerning Apple Daily news web, please circle the most applicable option. (You 
may choose more than one option) 
..J a) Set Apple Daily as a homepage in the browser 
..J b) Set Apple Daily as one of the bookmarks 
..J c) Neither two of the above, but just happen to type the address when you want to 
browse online newspaper 
13. Except for Apple Daily, which online new(s) do you usually read? 
I 




15. When you read online newspaper, which 5 of the following sections do you usually 
browse? 
Please rank your browsing preferences with numbers from 1 to 5, e.g. 1- most likely to 
read, 5 - least likely to read) 
a) Hong Kong News --
b) International News --






i) Horse Racing --
j) Editorial --
16. Will you click on banner ad(s)? 
.J a) Yes ..J b) No (go to Section C) 
..Jl ..J2 ..J3 ...14..J5 
..Jl..J2..J3.J4..J5 
..Jl..J2..J3..J4..J5 
.Jl .J2 .J3 .J4 ..J5 
..Jl .J2 ...13 ..J4 ..J5 
..Jl..J2.,J3.,J4..J5 
.Jl..J2..J3..J4..J5 
..Jl .J2 .J3 .J4 .J5 
..J 1 ..J 2 ..J 3 ..J 4 ...1 5 
.J l .J 2 .J 3 --1 4 ..J 5 
16a. Why or why don't you interest in the banners? 
16b. On what conditions you will click on banners? 
17. Which types of online industry advertisement do you usually pay attention to? 
..J a) IT 
..J b) Retail 
..J c ) Travel Agency 
..J d) Business services (eg.Consulting services) 
.J e) Financial service (eg. Banking service) 
-.J f) Real Estate agency 
"J g) Other (please speci fy) 
1999/5/3 PM 08 :58 
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I I)/'6 
Section C - Web Content Evaluation For a to 0 , please specify the online news web which 
you visit most frequently (if any) and indicate to what extent that you agree with the 
following statements concerning that web and Apple Daily online news web by putting 
numbers from 1 to 5 in the corresponding boxes. 
(Where 1 =strongly agree; 2=agree; 3=neither agree and disagree; 4=disagree; 5=strongly 
disagree) 
a) The site has a rich content. 
b) I like the way the web page is being presented. 
c) The site is interactive. 
d) The site is technologically superior. 
e) The site contains current information. 
f) The site is navigation-friendly. 
g) The downloading time of each web page is acceptable. 
h) There is a good contrast between the background color and text 
color. 
i) The text is of readable size. 
j) I usually ignore the banner advertising on each page. 
k) I usually scroll down to the bottom of each page before clicking. 
1) I don't aware that there are banner advertisements on online 
newspapers . 
m) I prefer to browse newspaper sites with ads . 
n) I would click into advertisers' linked sites. 
0) I would buy product/ service from these linked sites. 
Section D - Demographics 
18. Age 
..J a) 18 or below 
.Jb) 19 to 29 
-1 c) 30 to 39 
-1 d) 40 to 59 
-l e) 60 or above 
....1 l ..J 2 ..J 3..J4 
..J 5 
-1 1 -1 2 -1 3 -1 4 
..J5 








..Jl ..J 2..J3..J4 
....15 
..Jl ..J 2 ..J 3 ..J 4 
..J 5 
....1 l ..J 2 ..J 3 ..J 4 
..J 5 
-1 1 --1 2 -1 3 --1 4 
..J 5 
..J 1 ..J 2 .J 3 .-1 4 
-1 5 
.-1 1 ..J 2 .-1 3 ..J 4" 
..J 5 
.-1 1 ..J 2 ..J 3 ..J 4 
..J 5 
..J l -1 2 --1 3 -1 4 
..J 5 
..J l ..J 2 ..J 3 ..J 4 
.J 5 
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19. Gender 
�a ) Male 
�b ) Female 
20. Your highest level of education level 
�a ) Primary School 
�b ) Secondary School 
�c ) Technical Institute 
J d) University 
J e) Post-graduate Study 
21. Family size (please indicate number of members in your family)  
22. Occupation 
�a ) Executive 
�b ) Manager 
�c ) Professional 
J d ) Clerk 
�e ) Technical Staff 
J f ) S e n i o r Officer 
�g ) Student 
�h ) Self employed 
�i ) Unemployed 
� j ) Other (please 
specify |) 
23. Monthly income Level 
� a ) 10,000 or below 
J b ) $ 1 0 , 0 0 1 - $20,000 
J c ) $20,001 - $35,000 
J d ) $35,001 or over 
“ 
24. Location of residence 
�a ) Hong Kong 
�b ) Overseas (please specify 
I) 
*** End of Questionnaire *** 
Thank you for your time and cooperation! 
Would you like to subscribe Apple Daily News brief(which is a daily news brief send to 
you by email? 
�Y e s , I would like to subscribe the Daily News Brief. 
A Subscription will be email to you later. Please Fill in your email address for the 
subscription. We promise-not to sell your email address to any others nor use your email 
address for other purposes. 
W6 
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Email address: ^ | 
Submit ‘， Reset this form 
•“< .».....:w�,� -•••••" - -.<*^ .X-.'>.,..*S.**.:">''>..>>.* JI^ , V>tJ. 
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APPENDIX 4 
FREQUENCY CHARTS OF PILOT STUDY 
INTERNET USAGE, ONLINE NEWS BROSWING BEHAVIORS 
& BANNER ADS BROWSING BEHABIORS 
Section A - Internet Usage 
1. From where do you have access to a computer? 
(You may choose more than one option.) 
Places have access to a computer 
70 ... • • • . 
60 - ± ^ ^ ' 脑 、 
1 ^ Z : ^ ^ v � “ | | ^ : f * ” � �： 
^ i J B p ^ “ 
0 WB raB H ^ S B 
Home School Work Other ” 
P!accs 
2. How often do you use Internet? 
— — • - . - — • — - • - — . • - — ‘ _ » . . - . 一 . _ . . . _ _ _ • — 
Internet Usage 
• once or less 
than once a 
week 
• Twice a week 50^ 
• Every other ^ % ^ 
' ^ 
^ " • ^ — 口 Every day 
77% “ 
3. How long have you been using Internet (including email, ftp, WWW etc.)? 
Duration of Internet Usage 
1 month or less 
4% 
37 months or 
more >^^<rr"7 D ^ 2 to 6 months 
- _ t ^ -
r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 to 12 months 
,c 丄 . ^ ^ 13months to 24 25 months to 36 
^ months , _hs 25% 16>i 
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4. How would you see yourself as an Intemet user? 
— 
Level of skillfulness of Internet users 
N a l v e ^ f l ^ ^ 
4 � % ^ P ^ ^ 
^^P^^^^^Skillful 
^ ^ ^ 6 。 ％ 
5. Which search engines do you use most? 
Search engine used at most 
other m ^ M ! : f � • \ 今 . f f ’、冬 
L : _ _ 
Yahoo WBias^BaaiiM^afeyffffffiipp^y^MMi^’: 
^ • *• < w S^ z、 
Frequency 
6. How do you find about new WWW sites or pages? 
(You can select more than one option.) 
Sources to find www sites/pages 
other 0 ^ . . >^ ^ 
-^,^¾- '^^ -^¾^ ' ;@9 “ Newspaper, magazines or books |;¾¾^yi¾¾^§j^j(¾¾j¾ p||j|||^ 29 
^^^>7^ ^7|^ "7-""^ 
S Web directories ^ l^llMiTiliWMltklMr23^  
I V » ^ ^ s ~ " ^ . � -� 
V) Search engines |s i^|^ tj8ti>ii|tiWi^ ^^>^Sii|^ ia(gijfcj^ 4<»rjagWV»iitj»ii»b4<<a .^j 50 
，、•^ 卜 • U'^ 〜势 I ^ j 一 
Hyperlinks \^ . <^Wgfej^>A^^i^^^T^ 35 ^ e 
i^- A�I " ' ^ 卜 I~^ I 
Frlends [ •• >^<">Tf^ x *•>-> .- ^ .^-¾ ^ > ^ . v «•- rtsa^� „ �乂 } 5^ 
‘ ‘ ‘.;ae&a t M»j»MU I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Frequency 
~ - - . ,. - - — — • . 
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7. How much time do you approximately spend on using Intemet per day? 
Time spent on Internet per day 
3 to 4 hours 
19% 
” � 2 h � u r s 4 r V ' ° L ， s 
43% ^ H V ^ ^ ^ _ 6 to 7 hours 
^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ y 8 hours or^more 
^ i ^ P ^ 0% 
1 hour or less 
29% 
8. What are your purpose(s) of using Intemet? 
(You mav choose more than .one oDtion.) 
Purposes of using Internet 
other | 2 ^ 4： k^ ‘ 乂 
J?�fe ？' . 
Transactions/shopping ^ M ) ^ « s | » . , ^ " ^ “ ^ 
’ • ' , � K 
2 Entertainment/leisure fejjpi|^|^|^ip^||||pi^pi^lM^.42, .:�:^.… -¾ 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k r ： ‘减 
c2 Co^ unication M ^ j ^ g ^ f a A ^ U T e s 
- * _ ) ^ % | 广 龍 〒 
Software download H H H ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ K ^ M 认一 S ^ 
• . w ^ ^ ^ t e E p L . 
lnformationsearch H ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H B t i ^ 
t � i . . W ^ ‘ I I 




Section B - Online Newspaper Browsing Behavior 
10. Do you read online newspaper?  
Do you read online newspaper? 
身 ' 
11. How often do you read online newspaper? 
Frequency of Reading On-line 
Newspaper? 
Once a p , 
w e e . o M e s s ^ _ ; / 
Tvvi�e^^^^ ^ ^ ^ 




12. Concerning Apple Daily news web, please circle the most applicable option. 
(You may choose more than one option.) 
Apple Daily readers' browsing ways 
Sci Applo D;uK .；> »； 
ho;ncp;;^ c i:i i!v 
hrow>cr 
‘n „ 
/ n p A 
/ y ^ ^M Sci Applc Di.ily ;；> 
Nc,ihcriwoorihc ^ H oncoHhc 
.,hovc \ \ ^ m Kvk;-,i.rb 
5'‘' V _ A W y，’( 
13. Except for Apple Daily, which online new(s) do you usually read? 
Except for Apple Daily, which online 
ney\/s(s) do you usually r^ad? 
scMp ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ S5SS5^^^?SE5Efei^^S5‘| ^^^^ 
OrientalDaily l ^ r o S ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ @ ^ @ ^ ^ $ g ^ 
_ p a � : : g : ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a _ 
^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ s ^ g 
standard ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ 
CommerdalDaily ^ « B ^ f e ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ B ^ S ‘^ *^^ M^wBj.j .'7' ‘ iniaiVjMSMLpssF, c*ji^ 51iii^ jSciEiLii'iifflrfE&^ iiiiM^ iiil^ fbffy^ t*' 
Sing Tao ^ ^ ^ • ^ ' * ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • | ^ 
WenWeiPo ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ! ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ 
= - - ^ " ^ M M f e ^ T j ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ : ^ ^ 1 ^ ‘？二 ^ ^ 6 ^沪二二 * 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ! ^ 8 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
T : _ ^ g _ ^ g _ ^ g 
Others ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V 1 ^ ^ ^ y 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
No. of readers 
14. Do you agree that the online newspaper is a good substitute of the paper 
version newspaper? 
Is online newspaper a good substitute of 
paper-version newspaper? 
N o f l ^ B Y e s 
• ^ 1 ^ ^ 5 1 % 
16. Will you click on banner ad(s)? 
Do you browse banner ad? „ 
Y e s 
^ 3 0 % 
N o ^ ^ ^ 
7 0 % 
17. Which types of online industry advertisement do you usually pay attention to? 
Which types ofonline industry advertisement 
do you usually pay attention to? 
S^Sf!^ IS^ S!!S^ SSi!^ ^^ !^f^ !^ S!^ E!^ ^^ ^^ ^^ S5E^  ^ ^^ ^S !^^ l^^ ii^ i^ ^^  
^^^ ^^^ ^^  3SflB8SHfi3H9IS^ &^ 
"^!^ !^ (^^ •^ )^:;:^ pj^ ^^ ;!!^ ;rp!^ j|^ ?^ !^i^ i^  ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ : ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Travel Agency S S j j 5 f f ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " = ^ i ^ " ^ i B j ^ B | i | i P ^ 8 S *w^ i^^ i^<WMtftiit^ fejaM-Mt!agg>^ -t"aiW8^ T^OKSftBgBffaffi|gHM[| 
^ ^ ^ ^ f 3 ^ " k ^ j ^ ^ W i ^ M B H B p 
others : .55£^^|^s?^P^p^^^^^^^^{^^^ ^| |^^^| | | | | ] | |^^^ 
^ ^ 3 1 ^ G @ M M B f f l B 
Mft^ _ft�‘>ifiir^ iffi4ff^^^ ^^ ^^ �^^^ySSff^ y^ ，_ ^SSS^MMSS% 
y*!^ ^^ ^^ Mf^ *^ f^^ *^^ l^PB^ !^^ fyTy.*^ y^  *T*^ ^^ *^ i^ -HKBsaSgfe ^ ¾^^ ^^ ¾Biaa»^ iMs�T^ tMfT履^ "^ F? 
Business Services '^  ai!i4isuav»»4^ arwa:w|wajwj>ij^ i^u»»u|^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
No. of readers 
16. Which types of industry advertisement do you usually pay attention to? 
Sessions that are most frequently browsed 
by online readers 
Entertainment j j p g ^ j g g p j t j S i i j S M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
i n t — 2 : i _ J ^ ^ ^ _ 
'u： |:' i t ! ' . ' - ! j S « ^ S ^ f e ^ E S I w ' ^ ^ M 
Ed"al ^ - ^ 4 ^ M ^ ^ S M 
Property S H - ¾ ^ P ^ S ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ f f i 
3 4 4 艦 _ ^ ^ ^ 国 
HorseRacing ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 




DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF USERS (PILOT TEST RESULTS) 
# of Respondents Percentage 
Age 
18 or below 11 14% 
19 to 29 54 70% 
30 to 39 7 9% 
40 to 59 4 5% 
60 or above 1 1% 
Total 77 100% 
Gender 
Male 38 49% 
Female 39 51% 
Total 77 100% 
Education 
Primary school 3 4% 
Secondary school 12 16% 
Technical college 3 4% 
University 22 29% 
Post-graduate study 37 48% 
Total 77 100% 
Occupation 
Executive 2 3% 
Manager 3 4% 
Professional 4 5% 
Clerk 2 3% 
Technical staff 0 0% 
Senior officer 1 1% 
Student 61 80%,' 
Self-employed 2 3% 
Unemployed 0 0% 
Other 1 1% 
Total 76 100% 
Income 
$10,000 or below 61 79% 
$10,001 - $20,000 6 8% 
$20,001 - $35,000 7 9% 
$35,001 or over 3 4% 
Total 77 100% 
Residence 
Hong Kong 77 100% 
Overseas 0 0% 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid ‘ Missing Total  
N Percent N Percent N ~Percen t 
Gender vs. Skilfulness ll\ 70.64%| 32| 29.36%| 109 一 100% 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
MALE ( 17. 22 39 
1 1 4 ' 24 ^ 
Total 31" 46 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig.~" 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square ""^0.3644* 一 1 — 0 . 5 4 6 1 “ “ 一 
Continuity Correction ~"0.1378 _ 1 0.7105 _ — 
Likelihood Ratio 0.3648 1 0.5459 
Fisher's Exact Test 一 一 一 “ 0.6439 0.3555 — 
Linear-by-Linear ~ 0 . 3 5 9 6 i 0.5487 
Association ‘ 
N o f V a l i d Cases “ 77 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 15.30. 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.0686 ‘ 一 0.5461 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.0688 0.1136 0.5971 ~ " 0.5522*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.0688 0.1136 0.5971 — 0.5522*** 
N ofVal id Cases 77 
* Not as5urning the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
91 
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Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN READERSHIP BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE 
Case Processing Summary 
Valid Missing Total  
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Gender vs. Skilfulness 77+ 70.60%| 32| 29.4| 109丨 100.00% 
Gendervs. Readership Crosstabulation 
Readership  
0| 1 Total 
MALE ( 17 22 ' 39 
1 12 26 38 
Total 29丨 48| 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value ^ (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 1.183* 1 0 .277*5~ 
Continuity Correction ~ 0 . 7 2 6 0 一 1 ~ 0 . 3 9 4 0 — — 
Likelihood Ratio 1.1870 1 0.2760 
Fisher's Exact Test 0.3490 0.1970 
Linear-by-Linear ~~1.1670 i 0.2800 
Association  
N o f V a l i d Cases 77 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.31. 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx.  
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.1230 一 0 . 2 7 7 0 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.1240 0.1136 1.0820 一 0.283*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.1240. 0.1136 1.0820 — 0.283*** 
N o f V a l i d Cases 77 — — 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS WITH INCOME LEVEL BELOW AND ABOVE IOK 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid • Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Below 10K vs. Skilfulness 一 77 一100.00% 一 0 0.00% ~ 77 100% 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
Below 10K 5 11 16 
1 26 35 61 
Total 3 l | 46| 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
P e r s o n Chi-Square ~ 0 . 6 3 2 * 一 1 一 0 . 4 0 9 0 — “ 
Continuity Correction ~~0.2910 — 1 0.5900 ~ “ 
Likelihood Ratio 0.6980 “ 1 — 0.4040 
Fisher's Exact Test 一 — 0.5690 — 0.2980 
Linear-by-Linear “ 0 . 6 7 3 0 i 0.4120 
Association ,, 
NofVal id Cases 77 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.44. 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.0940 0.4090 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R -0.0940 0.1090— -0.8180 0.416*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation -0.0940 0.1090 -0.8180 0.416*** 
N ofValid Cases 77 — — 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 




Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN READERSHIP BETWEEN USERS WITH INCOME ABOVE AND BELOW 10K 
Case Processing Summary 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Below 10K vs. Readership — 77 —100.00% 0 0 “ 77 100.00% 
Gender vs. Readership Crosstabulation 
Readership 
0| 1 Total 
Below 10K 7 9 “ 16 
1 22 — 39 61 
Total 29. 48 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
P ^ s o n Chi-Square 一 0 . 3 1 9 * — 1 一 0.5720 “ ‘ 一 
Continuity Correction — 0 . 7 6 0 0 ~ 1 0.7830 
Likelihood Ratio — 0.3150 “ 1 — 0.5750 — — 
Fisher's Exact Test _ — — “ 0.5760 “ 0.3870 
Linear-by-Linear ~~0.3150 1 0.5750 
Association “ 
N ofValid Cases 77 ‘ 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.03 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.0640 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^^"^| |^ | |^^]^ 0.5720 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.0640 0.1160 0.5580 — 0.578*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.0640 0.1160 0.5580 一 0.578*** 
N o f V a l i d Cases � 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS 
WITH EDUCATION LEVEL BELOW AND ABOVE UNFVERSITY 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid Missing Total  
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Postgrad vs. Skilful 77 100.00% ~ ~ 0 0.00% 77 1 ^ 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
Postgrad 0 17 23 “ 40 
1 14 23 — 37 
Total 3 l | 46| 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
P e r s o n Chi-Square ‘ 0.174* 1 0.6770 
Continuity Correction ~ 0 . 0 3 4 0 一 1 ~ ~ 0 . 8 5 4 0 — “ 
Likelihood Ratio 0.1740 1 0.6770 
Fisher's Exact Test ‘ ‘ “ 0.8170 0.4270 “ “ 
Linear-by-Linear 0.1710 i 0.6790 
Association  
N ofValid Cases “ � 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 14.9 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.0470 ‘ 一 0.6770 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.0470 0.1140 0.4120 — 0.682*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.0470 ~ ~ 0 . 1 1 4 0 ~ 0.4120 0.682*** ‘ 
N o f V a l i d Cases T7 — — 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. 
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Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN READERSHIP BETWEEN USERS WITH 
EDUCATION LEVEL ABOVE AND BELOW UNFVERSITY 
Case Processing Summary 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Postgrad vs. Readership — 7 7 ~ 1 0 0 . 0 0 % — 0 ~ 0 “ 77 100.00% 
Gender vs. Readership Crosstabulation 
Readership 
0| 1 Total 
Postgrad 0 i 7 23 40 
1 12 25 一 37 
Total 29 48 — 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
P ^ s o n Chi-Square 一 0.83* 一 1 一 0.3620 “ “ — 
C^tinuity Correction — 0 . 4 5 6 0 — 1 0.4990 ~ ~ 
Likelihood Ratio 0.8330 1 0.3610 
Fisher's Exact Test — — — “ 0.4810 “ 0.2500 — 
Linear-by-Linear 0.8190 1 0.3650 
Association “ 
NofVa l id Cases 77 一 一 “ 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 13.94 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.103^ • | ^ ~ ~ ^ | ^ 0.3620 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.104^ 0.1130 “ 0.9040 0.369*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.1040 0.1130 0.9040 — 0.369*** 
N o f V a l i d Cases � 一 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN SKILFULNESS BETWEEN USERS 
WITHIN AND OTHER THAN AGE 19-29 
Case Processing Summary 
CASES 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent — N Percent N Percent 
Age 19-29 vs. Skilful P ll\ 100.00%| Q 0.00% 77 f00% 
Gender vs. Skilfulness Crosstabulation 
SKILFUL 
0| 1 Total 
Age 19-29 12 1 2 ~ 24 
1 19" 3 4 — 53 
Total f T 46 � 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. ~~Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 1.375* 1 ~"0 .2410 “ 
Continuity Correction 0 . 8 5 0 0 ~ 1 — 0.3570 
Likelihood Ratio 1.3630 “ 1 “ 0.2430 一 “ 
Fisher's Exact Test ~ “ 一 0.3170 0.1780 “ 
Linear-by-Linear ~1.3580 i 0.2440 
Association 
N o f V a l i d Cases V 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.66 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std. Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0.1320 o.2410 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.1340 0.1150 1.1680 ‘ 0.247*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.1340 ~~0.1150 f T i ^ 0.247*** 
N ofValid Cases �一 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
** Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
… B a s e d on normal approximation. 
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Crosstabulation for Pilot Test -
DIFFERENCES IN READERSHIP BETWEEN USERS 
WITHIN AND OTHER THAN AGE 19-29 
Case Processing Summary 
Valid Missing Total 
N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Age 19-29 vs. Readership 7 ? 100.00% 0 0 77 ~ 1 0 0 . 0 0 % 
Gender vs. Readership Crosstabulation ‘ 
Readership 
0| 1 Total 
Age 19-29 1 3 ' 1 1 一 24 
1 16" 37 53 
Total 29 48 77 
Chi-Square Tests 
Asymp. Sig. Exact Sig. Exact Sig. 
Value df (2-sided) (2-sided) (1-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square — 4.045*"" 1 0.0440 
Continuity Correction 3.0890 1 “ 0.0790 “ — 
Likelihood Ratio 3.9830 1 0.0460 
Fisher's Exact Test 0.0740 0.0400 
Linear-by-Linear 3.9930 1 0.0460 “ 
Association  
N o f V a l i d Cases “ T1 
* 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.04 
Symmetric Measures 
Value Asymp. Std.| Approx. T** Approx. 
Error* Sig. 
Nominal by Nominal Contingency Coefficient 0 . 2 2 ^ ~ ~ ~ « ~ « ~ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ 0.0440 ‘ 
Interval by Interval Pearson's R 0.22% ~0 .1140""" 2.0390 一 0.045*** 
Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman Correlation 0.2290 0.1140 2.0390 ~ ~ 0.045*** 
N o f V a l i d Cases � 
* Not assuming the null hypothesis. 
* * Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis. 
*** Based on normal approximation. . 
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APPLE DAILY HOMEPAGE 
(Available at http://www.appledai1y com^ 
ome to Apple Daily Online http: VhkO 1 .www appieda 
g a g l ^ ^ ^ g j ^ a g g ^ CTsw;gffr5te^tefiOK/^gTny^fa 
m. .;^ ^^w^ 
^ 5 : ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 約膽 •國_ 
^ l ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ l l j j i ^ ^ ^ ^  § l^^^MK 
Mmmm^m 
=i^s^^a 
r i ^ | 
' P ^ ^ 3 誦输入關鍵詞： 
？ _^B*e^*HGW ,.-.V.Vh "V.-.-.V.W,.....-.WW...V".- :;:::v.-.,.- w.w.»...-.-.-.-,..» ,•.•.., ..,•�. •.•.,“..,••�". .... . . ’ . . . . .� . ••�� . , . , . . . . . 
&cpiarer j 
("«« ;:f»M »^5?f ：. 
*W.'.W.VA' •.<• Jv#.W...M«V**V..,.V.”*kV: 
使用適果日報检索系统-堪家棋式 “‘’ pou^fdby^ ^ 
W v^ t-^ ' '''''" *<"<::.._xv:.y •:..• ：^ 
iHi mi 讓 ^ 羞 ： , ， Devekjp<td by Apple Duly OnJine Lab. 1996-1999 Appla Daily Limited Ail Rights Reserved 
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30 to 39 
23% 
^ ^ H -^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 40 to 59 
19to 2 9 ^ ^ ^ L ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ” � 
57% ^ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ ^ 60 or above 




F e m a l e _ ^ M a l e 






^ q ^ ^ 16% 
广 H R o Primary 
University 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ school 
52% K ^ ^ l 0% 
V r ^ r 
X^^ \ ^ Secondary 
>^<^ / school 
丨 2 0 % 
Technical 
； college 





Student employed ‘ 
i 37% 抓 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Unemployed 
mM^^^ 
<5oninr ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ Executive Senior — ^^m^m 7�Z 
o f f i c e � ^ ^ ^ P^^^Manager� 
5% ^ f | ^ ^ 9% 
Technical ~^~ ~-" 
staff Clerk Professional 




^ ^ ^ ^ 24% 
^ ^ ^ ^ / A $20,001 -







FREQUENCY CHARTS OF ONUNE SURVEY 
INTERNET USAGE, ONLINE NEWS BROWSING BEHAVIOR 
& BANNER ADS BROWSRING BEHAVIOR 
Section A - Internet Usage 
1. From where do you have access to a computer? 
(You may choose more than one option.) 
Places have access to a computer 
g = M f ^ ^ p f . i:5^fc . 
Home School Work Other 
Places 





/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Twice a week 
E : ， l ^ ^ ^ 4 � 
\ i ^ ^ ^ ^ once or less 




3. How long have you been using Internet (including email, ftp, WWW etc.)? 
I 
Duration of Internet Usage 
1 month or 
less ^ ^ ^ 
4% 
I 37months ,® -months ‘ 
I : 赛 ： ： 
^ ^ ^ • T 1 months 
^ ^ W 9% 
^ ^ ^ ^ 13 months 
25 months . to 24 
to 36 months 
months 16% 
25% 
4. How would you see yourself as an Internet user? . 
Level of skillfulness of Internet 
users 
Naive ^ ^ t ^ ^ 
38%_急 
• • ^ S ^ l 
5. Which search engines do you use most? 
Search engine used at most 
II 
other EBB5d • “ �― “ 
I AltaVista ^ ^ . 『 ' ^ ^ ^ . | 雜 、 钱 
S infoseek mmm ^ 1 ^ ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ? . ¾ ^ 
I Lycos • M ^ � : : ; : : : : 
(/> Chinese Yahoo fflH^S^MB2I0'^ ^ ‘ 
"^ >r >i^ ^^ f^eh^  ?^^  ^^p^n, r^ v^  .^ 
Yahoo [^<ti^ g^ji^ rti^Mfc*^^^ y^feji^ j^yjay;b^Bw^ff 13-|g 





6. How do you find about new WWW sites or pages? 
(You can select more than one option.) 
I --
j 
Sources to find w w w sites/pages 
叫 纖 麗 ^ ^ 霍 勝 ； ‘ 
Newspaper, magazines or books g ^ ^ ^ 5 6 ^ R 、广 * •* 位 - �| . | � �� � 
Web directories felil^itfilffiMj&Aljki^ii|^.3, S^^ ^ 
* ^  崎逢東叙灣―、^^^ -^pt 4 y^'^fT 
给 Search engines _nip^^PjijA8i«t^pffi>itM^fjH8ilj#iijifi^�^ 拿：： 
写 ？ ^ ^ 1 ^ ‘ 泳 ^ ^ 1 凑 1 , , : 4 : ‘ ‘ * ^ 
g Hyperlinks M _ i i ) | w i W ^ i p i | _ 2 0 f ‘ ^ 
(/) ‘ �I U- I ： % t^ A T'\l ^  1^�+• ^ 
Friends ^a^^sfat^>^^^|a|^atey!fe^iifet>4>>^^>^a4>_ 3 6 2 
‘ I 1 f 参 I 1 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Frequency 
7. H ^ _ m u c h time do you approximately spend on using Internet per day? 
Time spent on lnternet per day 
3 t o 4 h o u r s 化 冗 嶋 
23% ° 6 to 7 hours 
^ A - ^ r 
m^ 4�/� 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ hour or 
^ ^ ^ ^ less 
1 to 2 hours 14% 
4 9 % 
•• 
8. What are your purpose(s) 0f usin2 Internet? (You may choose more than one opti( 
Purposes of using Internet 
r:::::^ ^^ B^ 
I C o . _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
^ ~^^^^m ^ 
lnformationsearch N ^ ^ ^ ^ t o & N ^ S ^ W j i ; f a f a ^ : _ ^ - l g ^ ^ ^ | 
,、，*wn.>t,a&J "-"-^ ^ twj"： .AT^'..U'-^' -,： - . ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ¾ ¾ j 
0 100 200 300 4 0 0 ‘ 500 i Purposes 一 -— .... •_..— . — _ „ „ . . - ,_. ,. .. . 
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9. If you use Internet to look for information, what kind(s) of information are you m( 
！ 
I Information interested from Internet 
I _any informa,ion ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
j P ' ^ ^ ^ _ 
j — : : ^ ^ ^ : 禱 ‘ 、 於 : 
Financial information j . ' ^ p i ^ U 1 ^ : ^ % y ‘ ’ �j ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
News and online magazines ^ 嫩减知《「‘-要揪*> '>^  g>*^ >*>’ « ^^- ^--^ -^ ；^^^ > i 420 , J 




Section B - Online Newspaper Browsing Behavior 
10. Do you read online newspaper?  
Online Readership i 
I 
i I 
‘ o " " " " ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 9 % 
— •_- — 
.]1. How often do you read online newspaper? 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ‘ ‘‘ •__--— • • - — •— •••— -* - • " — ~- — — — - . . , . . . . 
I Frequency of Reading On-line 
Newspaper 
Every other 
E v e r y d a y / ^ W ^ ^ 21% 
• W j i ^ S Twicea 
m ^ ' : 




12. Concerning Apple Daily news web, please circle the most applicable option. 
(You may.choose more than one option.) 
Apple Daily readers' browsing ways 
N e i t h e r t w o o f 
t h e a b o v e 
^ m r \ 16% 
S e t A p p l e ^ ^ ^ m / \ 
j D a i l y a s o n e o f ^ ^ ^ ^ F  
t h e b o o k m a r k s ^ ^ B t S ! Z ^ 
6 3 % ^ ^ f f S e t A p p . e 
^ ^ ^ \ / D a i l y a s a 
- h o m e p a g e i n ！ 
t h e b r o w s e r 
21% I 
~~~"~~ ~ "" •“ ‘ "'•——• • • ―‘     
^ 
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13. Except for Apple Daily, which online new(s) do you usually read? 
Except for Apple Daily, which online 
news(s) do you usually read? 
scMP a i B s s a B f l B B a i r ™ ™ •巧 
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ 1^^¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾!^¾(¾¾¾^!^!^^^^ ^^  s^Sk^H^  SKBti^ ^^ s^ oS I 。：：,___ ^  
s _ d p ^ : r d P ^ h # i 
• CommercialDaily _ _ j | P @ | ^ , _ p H ^ ! 
•** 峰 f » , *-* »• * tf^ • i ** - ) 4 
！ Sing Tao K ‘ i W ® l ^ € ^ * ^： ¾^，^^  ):、:.： 
； y 靈 遍 翻 歸 麵 驗 _ ^ ^ 、 " 
Wen Wei Po J><.'‘卞 “； • ^ ; i ^ . / f ^ • % _ 
_ � > i ? t ' - ; ^ V ；.-< ‘ . . ‘ ‘.? ^ 
TaiKungPao l - < V ' > � � : j > . ¥ � ’ r，、’ � -、托 
r-m' ：> ‘i* , ‘ .J* ',', 夸、.¾" 
Tin Tin - ^ , , > - '.：广。>。，f > /K� : : . 
i _ , . “ �j ^ , - ,¾ -; 
1 Others m 小 * ， , ” ‘ ‘ ； h" . / | '““ ‘ \ 
I “‘ “ “ '• •• ‘ ‘ - • ‘ • • ‘ ““ -
I 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
i 
No. of readers 
14. Do you agree that the online newspaper is a good substitute of the paper version 
Agree online newspaper as a ggod ： 
substitute of paper version news 
No ^ ^ 
C ^ R ^ e s 
-^¾¾¾^^  66% 
15._ When you read online news, which5 qf the following sections do you usually br< 
Sessions that are most frequently 
browsed by online readers 
:^r^|| |^^^^g^|^^|^^^^^:會 V:’ L ^ � 「1隱 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
No. of readers .: 
； I 
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16. Will you click on banner ad(s)?  
Banner ad browsing 
f' ^ ^ ^ 
% y 
V 
17. Which types of online industry advertisement do you usually pay attention to? 
Which types of online industry 
advertisement do you usually pay attention “ i 
, to? 
•'•• .-<<v-..,"* :v<«".�.'’.-^�-..-s>''..i’"�-<-i.,>-, }• . 、 •.：.、、、 • • ：• r • .‘ 
1 IT K^ j j ^ * * *>Mi>*^^**^ , *k^*^>*Wi> i^也“^^^ ‘^ 
"•4f” .<. 1¾, { i ,.»- h ••“ |-~ 尔 
Real Estate Agency H f f p j i j ^ ^ _ t i ; ^ k f e % ^ g ; » ^4 + 
Travel "^^"^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' _ . 
Retail l ^ ! ^ ^ ^ f T * ^ y � \ ' j \ ^ f c ’ — 
Financia.Service ^ ^ | f | ^ , - | ^ ' " ^ 
Business Services u : j » > i W « W i ^ & ” " : � “ ‘ \ ^ l ^ g ^ ^ ' 1 . ¾ ^ ^ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
No. of readers 
“ 
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RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS TEST^G 
IN INFORMATION PREFERENCES 
Male vs. Female  
Distribution of Interests 
^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ 
爸 一_。^^^^^m 
I CareerRe.ated — p T g ^ ^ ^ ^ g  
I —^^ B^ 目 
I — ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ S .. 
a s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! 
-一 ‘：‘VT^^^jigPgW^ ^ ^ I W ^ ^ ^ S 
News 1 � . , — ; — n S i ^ i ^ i p P B W i ^ i ^ g ? y j f 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
No. of Respondents 
Income level above 10 K vs. income level below 10K  
Distribution of Interests 
c — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ” 
w ' S S ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ @ ^ ^ ^ ^ * 
t j ^ ? ^ g S f ^ ! S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ : 
| 。 一 囊 _ 圓 圓 ^ ^ 
Z Technology S ^ ^ ^ ^ S S ^ ^ S ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I >Above 10K 
w ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ M Below 10K 
£ Entertainment ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
; % 7 ^ ^ ; ; : ; ^ i = i ^ _ : ^ £ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ： 
S S B S ^ H ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^fjggg^^y^^^i^f^^^^iK^gi^P^^lpSl^iS8i!^|^^^^ 
"""""'"'"•'•"'''""''!"'' .:.�‘I'‘‘ •'‘ ‘^- ‘ T"-—' ^^ j^nrr^^¾!?¾¾^ 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
No. of Respondents 
1 1 2 
Education level above university vs. education level below university 
Distribution of Interests 
Company Info p j | i p p g g | | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | p ^ l ^ ^ ^ 
s fag^^^^^^^^^^H 
w #^^^?^iPliHWPPiB^MMPiPiMiiSSiiH 2 Career Related | p g j g p g l ^ j ^ p | ^ ^ ^ j j ^ | ^ ^ g 8 ^ ^ 
£ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ! • U Grad and below 
i — ^ ^ ^ ^ k E s ^ ^ 
‘ : ^ ^ ^ m 
e s ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^??*?***^^^?i^^ 
0 100 200 300 400 
No. of Respondents 
Age within 19to 29 vs. other age groups  
Distribution of Interests 
Others ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ! 
company .nfo _ g g ^ ^ ^ g H 
w Product Info 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ B S 
i CareerRe.ate. ^ ^ ^ ^ g S S 
I T - ^ ^ ^ ^ g _ _ | -O theragegroup l 
- -械“欢歸?<»]^ «^??-^  »i^ |^ S^ V»^ 5ii^ 5S3®^ j H^^kZ5T fcS3KCS^ 
1 T — ^ ^ ^ ^ g _ _ EAge19-29____ 
1 . J = ^ ^ ^ _國 “ 
F i _ i _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ 
News — ‘ Z ! T ^ l l _ g ^ ^ 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
No. of Respondents 
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EXAMPLES OF BANNER ADVERTISEMENTS 
“ 
TOM DOT COM 
http://www.tom.com/ 
e-motion interactive branding 
we create 
a small, fast, smart vignette 
-"pop-up presence"-
(move your mouse over our logo to understand) 
tuned to your 
Internet branding strategy. 
TOM DOT C O M is 
experiential branding, 
new electronic technologies drive 
corporate identity, 
how you look and feel is your market, 
your value is in your values, 
direct experience is key. 
998 TOM DOT COM 
“ 
«n 
1999/4/28 PM 10:53 
Interactive Banner Ads and Reactive Corporate Logos … „ 
® wysiwyg://22/http://www.tom.com/about.html 
(This revolving interactive ten-banner Java ad campaign was developed by TOM DOT COM 
Hold down shift and reload to see others, or scroll down for more information about the campaign.) 
I ? M D〇y C O M develops leading edge interactive corporate logos and banner ads 
These fully dynamic ads play without a plugin, on all common browsers. And thev are 
extremelyqm^ck to load, because of their small file size (generally smaller than an 
animated GIF). 
i 
W e wi" work with you and your agency to create a logo integrated with your brandinq 
media strategy, and core business values. W e have worked with such clients as 
Saatchi & Saatchi, Bell Atlantic, and AT&T. s 
Portfolio 
Corporate Logos 
i ^ S T O M 
Vortexx 2000 TJ.r TOM DOT COM 
Size: 7.7k """Size: 8 .5k~~ 
Bell Atlantic Banner Campaign 
This campaign, developed to promote Bell Atlantic's ISDN service, was created 
in collaboration with Saatchi & Saatchi. These were deployed in early 1997 and 
: e ^ the/irst Java banner ads on the Internet (and they were transactional) 
〇ver 20% of the audience interacted with the surfboard ad. 
•• 
jgjg||]|jj^j^l^^jif^ M | | | p p r ^ ^ 
j j 2 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B | H ^ ^ K g | f l | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j H r^E- Cf4fe-H I 
I I ni"i MlfBBMn H j | H | [ ^ g | y | j y 
Surfboard ISDN Mouse Maze ISDN 
Size: 11.6k ~~Size: 11.7k~~ 
Vortexx 2000 Banner Campaign 
W e developed four banner concepts, and a total of thirty versions of these 
? r n S ^ based on reakime tracking of user interactions. Click-throughs ranged 
from 2% to over 10%, depending on banner placement and novelty. 
)t,2 
1999/4/28 PM 10:54 k ^  
Interactive Banner Ads and Reactive Corporate Logos wvsivvyg://22^ttp://www.tom.com/about.htmI 
^ ¾ WMM 
Vortexx Banner Letter Trails Banner 
Size: 12.6k Size: 1 1 . 7 k ~ 
i i ^ ^ ^ M B M 
River/Clouds Banner Web of Words Banner 
Size: 10.5k Size: 11.6k 
About Tom Meyer 
Meyer has a degree in Modern Culture and Media and a Master's in Computer 
Science from Brown University, working underAndries van Dam. He studied 
classical animation techniques at the Rhode Island School of Design, and 
worked on NASA's high-end Virtual Reality systems. He co-created the first 
feature-length film on the Internet, WaxWeb. was a member of the VRML 
Architecture Group, which designed VRML 2.0, and developed the very first 
Java-based banner ads placed on the Internet. 
Resume. 
Please e-mail Tom Meyer at mever@tom.com for more information. 
About Josslyn Motha 
Motha is an independent producer, director and writer who has worked in film 
television, and video production. In addition, she has developed and managed 
commercial and educational software products. She has served as a personal 
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